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SYMBOLS AND ABREVIATIONS 
 
 
 
SYMBOL SI UNITS MEANING 
C [mol/m3] Concentation of the substance 
H [m] Height  
m [kg] Mass of substance 
Mr [kg/mol] Molar mass 
n [kmol] Number of moles 
P [N/m2] Pressure 
T [K] Temperature 
α - Relative volatility 
Pc [N/m
2] Critical pressure 
Tf [K] Normal melting point 
Tb [K] Normal boiling point 
Tc [K] Critical temperature 
ω - Acentric factor 
µj [J] Chemical potential 
f [N/m2] Fugacity 
φ - Fugacity coefficient 
ρ [kg/m3] Density 
ρc [kg/m
3] Critical density 
K - Equilibrium constant 
V [m3] Volume of gas 
R [N m/K mol] Universal gas constant  
v [m3] Reduced volume 
L - Relative volatility 
Hf [J/mol] Heat of fusion 
b [m3/mol] EOS constant 
rpm [rev/min] Revolutions per minute 
xi [mols i/total mols] 
Mole fraction of the dissolved solute 
in the liquid phase 
yi [mols i/total mols] 
Mole fraction of the dissolved solute 
in the gas phase 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ABREVIATIONS  MEANING 
SCF Supercritical fluid 
SFE Supercritical fluid extraction  
SFF Supercritical fluid fractionation 
PSFC Preparative scale supercritical fluid chromatography 
SFR Supercritical fluid reactions 
VLE Vapor liquid equilibrium 
CO2 Carbon dioxide 
SF6 Sulfur hexafluoride 
M Mixture 
EOS Equation of state 
MR Mixing rule 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
 
Supercritical fluids are highly compressed fluids which combine properties of gases 
and liquids in an intriguing manner. Fluids such as supercritical sulphur hexafluoride 
and carbon dioxide offer a range of chemical possibilities in both synthetic and 
analytical chemistry. The interest in the study and the using of supercritical fluids arises 
from the advantage that they can lead to reactions which are difficult or even 
impossible to achieve in conventional solvents. 
 
In addition, the use of some supercritical fluids, especially supercritical CO2, as an 
environmentally acceptable alternative to conventional solvents for reaction chemistry, 
also called "Clean Technology", is being successfully improved. 
 
In this context, a good understanding of the properties and the interaction behavior 
between these classes of fluids with different types of components becomes a 
necessary step to improve the technology of supercritical fluids. 
Nowadays, many different theoretical mathematical and thermodynamic models and 
PC softwares that predict the behavior of mixtures with supercritical fluids and different 
compounds exist.     
 
One of the most used applications of supercritical technology is the extraction of solid 
and liquid components, because of the high solvent capacity which has a fluid in that 
state. It is here where the knowledge of solubility of the component becomes important 
and shows that is the best agent for extracting the compound. In addition, an extraction 
process turns more efficient with the use of high pressure technologies, since high 
pressure fluids have more attractive diffusivity, surface tension, viscosity or density 
than at lower pressures, which allows a better dissolving of the solutes. 
Phase equilibria knowledge is also necessary to predict a mixture behavior in order that 
equilibrium determined processes, like gas extraction, are analyzed with respect to the 
equilibrium state. 
 
In this Diploma Thesis glyceril trioleate, which is an ester of triglyceride and 
unsaturated fat of oleic acid and it is present in many vegetable oils, is used. The 
scope of this study performed in the Laboratory for Separation Processes of the 
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Faculty of Chemical Engineering in Maribor (Slovenia) was to study the phase 
equilibria of triolein in two fluids, CO2 and SF6.  
 
The Diploma Thesis contains informations about the research work of solubility at high 
pressure conditions for the mixtures Triolein – CO2 and Triolein – SF6 including the 
phase inversion phenomenon of SF6 rich phase and triolein rich phase. The 
experimental data obtained have been correlated using thermodynamic models and 
Phase Equilibria software and have been optimized to predict the behavior of the 
system.   
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2. THEORY 
 
2.1. SUPERCRITICAL FLUID 
 
2.1.1. WHAT IS A SUPERCRITICAL FLUID? 
 
The critical point represents the maximum temperature and pressure at witch the 
liquid and gas phase of a fluid are in equilibrium. Critical temperature (TC) is defined as 
a temperature above which liquid-vapor phases can not be formed by increasing 
pressure at constant temperature. Similarly, critical pressure (PC) is defined as a 
pressure above which liquid-vapor phases can not be formed by increasing 
temperature at constant pressure.   
Mathematically, the critical point can be defined as the temperature and the pressure 
when the following equations are valid:  
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The critical density is the density of the fluid at its critical point and it can be seen, 
staring at the two equations, that the density, witch is the inverse of the specific 
volume, changes dramatically around the critical point. [1] 
 
On this context, the supercritical fluid is the one witch is above that critical 
temperature and pressure. The transition that takes place from a typical fluid to a 
supercritical one can be easily explained: temperature increases, so density of the 
liquid decreases due the thermal expansion while density of the gas increases due the 
pressure increase. The interface between both phases became less important because 
of the similar densities and refractive index. In critical point, refractive index is the 
same. [2]   
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Figure 1: Phase diagram for CO2, with the supercritical region, above Tc and Pc.  
 
In the supercritical region, a fluid has the maximum solvent capacity. Small changes of 
temperature or pressure can cause larger variations in the solvent characteristics of a 
supercritical fluid. The adjustable density of a supercritical fluid allows the target 
compounds to get extracted selectively from a complex mixture. 
 
Because of the solvent capacity, a supercritical fluid has very attractive extraction 
properties due to its diffusivity, surface tension, viscosity and other physical properties, 
as it will be explained below.  
 
The diffusivity of a supercritical fluid lies between that of a liquid and a gas, therefore 
diffusion of a solute in a supercritical fluid is always higher than the diffusion in an 
ordinary liquid solvent,  causing not only faster mass transfer, but also shorter 
extraction time. The value of the diffusion coefficient approaches that of a liquid at very 
high pressure.  
 
The viscosity of a supercritical fluid lies between that of a liquid and a gas also, 
therefore allowing more favorable hydrodynamic properties than for liquids. The value 
of viscosity approaches that of a liquid at very high pressures. Unlike in a gas, for a 
supercritical fluid, an increase in temperature will lead to a decrease in viscosity. In a 
supercritical fluid, its low viscosity in addition with its low surface tension enables the 
fluid to penetrate the material to be extracted. [1]  
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The thermal conductivity shows enhancement in the critical region, which, in turn, 
decreases the heat capacity at constant pressure.  
 
As it has been already said instead equations (1) and (2), the density of a supercritical 
fluid is dependent on the pressure and the temperature. The temperature and pressure 
relationship is typically non-linear and can be obtained from an equation of state. As in 
liquids and gasses, the density increases by increasing pressure and decreases by 
increasing temperature.  
In the binary (or multicomponent) system, the interfacial tension between the two 
phases in a supercritical phase equilibrium situation depends strongly on the system 
conditions, such as the temperature, pressure and composition. Near the mixture 
critical point the interfacial tension will be low while far away from the mixture critical 
point the interfacial tension may be large.  
 
 
2.1.2. GENERAL APPLICATIONS OF SUPERCITICAL FLUIDS 
 
During the last two decades, except for processes used in the petroleum industry, 
industrial applications of supercritical fluids have been mostly developed for natural 
products extraction/fractionation, both for food and pharmaceutical products. At 
present time, these applications are still continuing to slowly spread worldwide with a 
wide potential of capacity increase as high quality products are more and more 
required and environment/health problems are more and more taken into account. [3] 
 
Most of the following applications are being used nowadays. Some of them are still 
now being improved, but their generally use will start soon so they are included in this 
part:  
 
I. EXTRACTION (SFE) from solid materials is the most developed application, 
mainly for food products (coffee, tea,…), food ingredients (hops and aromas, colorants, 
vitamin-rich extracts, specific lipids,…) and nutraceuticals. Residual organic solvent or 
other impurities, like pesticides, are also removed from final active compounds or food 
ingredients/nutraceuticals (like ginseng) at large scale [4-5]. It’s estimated that the 
number of industrial-scale SFE units now under operation on natural products is about 
100 (or slightly over) with a growth of about 10% per year. 
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Some “niche” applications concern high-added value products, like dilapidation of 
bones for allograft preparation, or specialty polymer stripping.  
 
II. FRACTIONATION (SFF) of liquid mixtures are designed to take profit of the 
very high selectivity of supercritical fluids with attractive costs related to continuous 
operation; nevertheless, few industrial units are now used for aromas production from 
fermented and distilled beverages, fractionation of polyunsaturated fatty acids and 
polar lipids, polymer fractionation (specialty lubricants, pharmaceuticals,…), recovery of 
active compounds from fermentation broths, pollution abatement on aqueous 
streams,…  
 
 III. PREPARATIVE SCALE SF CHROMATOGRAPHY (PSFC) is operated for 
ultimate fractionation of very similar compounds, especially for lipids like 
polyunsaturated fatty acids in a few large-scale units. 
 
IV. REACTIONS (SFR) are operated in Supercritical media [4] [6], mainly in 
large-scale petrochemical plants (butane hydration to 2-butanol, polymerization of PE, 
PVDF and other flouro-polymers...), and in fine chemistry (highly selective synthesis 
[7]). 
 
V. PAINTS AND COATINGS. Various large-scale applications are related to 
paint preparation and application:  
 
-  Powder coatings: A US Company recently disclosed a large facility: 2 agitated -14 m3 
autoclaves for preparing the CO2 suspension of polymer and pigment mixture, one 50 
m3 autoclave as atomization vessel. [8] 
- Painting process developed by Union Carbide (UNICARBÒ process) and Nordson. 
Dissolving CO2 under high pressure reduces the paint viscosity and permits a good 
application through pulverization of this solution at atmospheric pressure, permitting a 
drastic reduction (30 to 60 %) of organic solvent concentration in the paints and 
reducing VOC emission also. [9] 
 
Apart from the already-cited applications, many "new" applications of supercritical fluids 
are now either under commercial development in many areas, sometimes really 
unexpected. 
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VI. POLYMER PROCESSING. Specific interactions between supercritical fluids 
and polymers lead to many attractive development. Most polymers are swollen by SCF 
that act as plasticizers, decreasing sharply the glass transition temperature, what 
permits easy penetration of solutes (impregnation) or extraction of residues (stripping), 
morphology modifications (foams, particles, fibbers, ...), blending alloys, grafting 
reactions or spinning fibbers. 
 
VII. CERAMICS AND CARBONS MANUFACTURE. For long, ceramic binder 
extraction has been widely described, permitting to manufacture ceramic pieces of very 
good dimension stability and reproducibility with a much shorter cycle than classical 
binder cracking by heating [10]. According to our knowledge, this process is getting 
increasing acceptance for high-duty ceramic parts. 
On the other hand, ceramic precursors can be prepared using SCF, either through 
elaboration of the oxides powder by hydrothermal synthesis in supercritical water [11] 
or SCF CO2 fractionation of narrow cuts of polymeric precursors of C-C alloys like 
polycarbosilanes or mesophase from petroleum pitch. Moreover, impregnation of three 
dimension mats of carbon fibers by polycarbosilane is claimed to lead to a drastic 
improved C-C alloy properties (fatigue and oxidation under high stress) [12]. 
 
VIII. FOAMS AND AERO GELS. For long, all polymeric foams were blown with 
CFC (R12, then R22) that are now banned and most manufacturers are now turning to 
light hydrocarbons or, preferably, to carbon dioxide, leading to drastic cost reduction. 
Injection of CO2 in thermoplastic extruders is now common practice, especially for 
polystyrene foam. On the other hand, more sophisticated polymeric foam elaboration 
using SCF was patented: preparation of microcellular foams (2-25 mm) from most 
thermoplastics was claimed as soon as in 1984 and, more recently, preparation of 
extremely small cells (< 2 mm) and extreme high cell density. Moreover, it is possible to 
impregnate the foam with solutes during the foaming process if the solutes are soluble 
in liquid or supercritical CO2, as proposed for food products. 
For long, supercritical drying of sol-gel into aero gel have been investigated for silica 
aero gels and organic polymers for various purposes, mainly for making high-
performance heat insulation materials (double glass panes, refrigerators) ; in a less 
common application, in situ supercritical drying of a silica aero gel, recently operated by 
SEPAREX for oil/gas production well insulation. It is probable that large-scale 
production for insulation materials will be developed in the next decade even if monolith 
drying is far from perfectly mastered. [13] [14] [15] [16]  
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IX. PARTICLE DESIGN. Among the most original applications of supercritical 
fluids, particle formation processes using supercritical fluids [17] are now subjected to 
an increasing interest especially in the pharmaceutical industry with both aims: 
Increasing bio-availability of poorly-soluble molecules and designing sustained-release 
formulations. 
 
On the other way, the special properties of SCF allow us to use them for applications 
like IMPREGNATION, DYEING, CLEANING OR POLLUTION ABATEMENT. 
 
  
2.2. IMPORTANCE OF PHASE EQUILIBRIA KNOWLEDGE 
 
Gas extraction and related processes are characterized by using a dense gas as a 
solvent. In processes with solvents, the driving potential for mass and heat transfer is 
determined by the difference from the equilibrium state, in most cases the difference to 
heterogeneous thermodynamic equilibrium, at given conditions of state. Equilibrium 
determined processes, like gas extraction, are analyzed with respect to the equilibrium 
state. The equilibrium state provides information about: 
 
1- The capacity of a supercritical (gaseous) solvent, which is the amount of 
substance dissolved by the gaseous solvent at thermodynamic equilibrium. 
2- The amount of solvent, which dissolves in the liquid process streams, and the 
equilibrium composition of the liquid phase. 
3- The selectivity of a solvent, which is the ability of a solvent to selectively 
dissolve one or more compounds. 
4- The dependence of these solvent properties on conditions of state (P, T). 
5- The extent of the two phase area, as limiting condition for a two-phase process 
like gas extraction.  
 
If capacity and selectivity are known, a good guess can be made about whether a 
separation problem can be solved with the separation process of gas extraction and on 
its mode of separation. To get more information on these parameters in general, it is 
necessary to know phase equilibrium data of the system investigated. [17] 
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2.3. PHASE EQUILIBRIA IN BINARY SYSTEMS 
 
Gibb’s phase rule has been proposed with following equation: 
 
F = C - P + 2                        (3) 
 
where P is the number of phases in thermodynamic equilibrium with each other and C 
is the number of components. Typical phases are solids, liquids and gases. A system 
involving one pure chemical is an example of a one-component system. Two-
component systems, such as mixtures of water and ethanol, have two chemically 
independent components. F is the number of degrees of freedom, which means the 
number of intensive properties such as temperature or pressure, which are 
independent of other intensive variables. [18] 
For binary mixtures of two chemically independent components,  
C = 2, so that   F = 4 – P 
Four thermodynamic variables which may describe a system include temperature (T), 
pressure (p), mole fraction of component 1 in the liquid phase (x1L), and mole fraction 
of component 1 in the vapour phase (x1V). 
However since two phases are in equilibrium (P = 2), only two of these variables can 
be independent (F = 2). This is because the four variables are constrained by two 
relations: the equality of the chemical potentials of component 1 in liquid and vapour 
phase and the corresponding equation for the other component. 
 
2.4. LIQUID-GAS PHASE EQUILIBRIA 
 
2.4.1. BINARY VAPOUR-LIQUID DIAGRAMS 
 
Two types of vapour-liquid equilibrium diagrams are widely used to represent data for 
two-component (binary) systems. The first is a “temperature versus x and y” diagram 
(Txy). The x term represents the liquid composition, usually expressed in terms of mole 
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fraction. The y term represents the vapour composition. The second diagram is a plot 
of x versus y. 
These types of diagrams are generated at a constant pressure. Since the pressure in a 
distillation column is relatively constant in most columns (the exception is vacuum 
distillation, in which the pressures at the top and bottom are significantly different in 
terms of absolute pressure level), a Txy diagram, and a xy diagram are convenient for 
the analysis of binary distillation systems.  
It will be shown now a real example for a better understanding. Figure 2 gives the Txy 
diagram for the benzene/toluene system at a pressure of 1 atm. The abscissa shows 
the mole fraction of benzene; the ordinate shows temperature. The lower curve is the 
“saturated liquid” line, which gives the mole fraction of benzene in the liquid phase x. 
The upper curve is the “saturated vapour” line, which gives the mole fraction of 
benzene in the vapour phase y. Drawing a horizontal line at some temperature and 
reading off the intersection of this line with the two curves give the composition of the 
two phases. For example, at 370 K the value of x is 0.375 mole fraction benzene and 
the value of y is 0.586 mole fraction benzene. As expected, the vapour is richer in the 
lighter component. 
At the leftmost point we have pure toluene (0 mole fraction benzene), so the boiling 
point of toluene at 1 atm can be read from the diagram (384.7 K). At the rightmost point 
we have pure benzene (1 mole fraction benzene), so the boiling point of benzene at 1 
atm can be read from the diagram (353.0 K). In the region between the curves, there 
are two phases; in the region below saturated liquid curve, there is only a single “sub 
cooled” liquid phase. 
 
         Figure 2:  Txy diagram for benzene and toluene at 1 atm.  
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The other type of diagram is the xy diagram. xy diagram for propylene and propane is 
shown in Figure 3. These components have boiling points that are quite closer, which 
leads to a very difficult separation by distillation.  
These diagrams provide valuable insight into the VLE of binary systems. They can be 
used for quantitative analysis of distillation columns also. [19] 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3: xy diagram for propylene and propane 
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2.4.2. RELATIVE VOLATIVITY 
 
One of the most useful ways to represent VLE data is by employing “relative volatility”, 
which is the ratio of the y/x values [vapour mole fraction over (divided by) liquid mole 
fraction] of two components. For example, the relative volatility of component L with 
respect to component H is defined in the following equation: 
 
      (4) 
 
The larger the relative volatility is, the easier is the separation. Relative volatilities can 
be applied to both binary and multi component systems. In the binary case, the relative 
volatility   between the light and heavy components can be used to give a simple 
relationship between the composition of the liquid phase (x is the mole fraction of the 
light component in the liquid phase) and the composition of the vapour phase (y is the 
mole fraction of the light component in the vapour phase): 
 
    (5) 
 
 
 
Figure 4: xy curves for volatility of 1.3,2 and 5 
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Figure 4 gives xy curves for several values of , assuming that is constant over the 
entire composition space. 
 
In the multi component case, a similar relationship can be derived. Suppose that there 
are NC components. Component 1 is the lightest, component 2 is the next component, 
which is heavier than 1, and so forth to the heaviest of all the components, component 
H. We define the relative volatility of component j with respect to component H as j : 
    (6) 
 
 
Solving for yj and summing all the y values (which must add to unity) give: 
 
 
 
Then, solving for (yH  / xH)  and substituting this into the first equation above give: 
 
    (7) 
 
The last equation relates the vapour composition to the liquid composition for a 
constant relative volatility of multicomponent system. Of course, if relative volatilities 
are not constant, this equation cannot be used. What is required is a “bubble point” 
calculation, which is discussed in the next section. [19] 
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2.4.3. BUBLEPOINT CALCULATION 
 
The most common VLE problem is to calculate the temperature and vapour 
composition yj that is in equilibrium with a liquid at a known total pressure of the system 
P and with a known liquid composition (all the xj values). At phase equilibrium the 
“chemical potential”  j of each component in the liquid and vapour phases must be 
equal: 
 
 
 
The liquid-phase chemical potential of component j can be expressed in terms of liquid 
mole fraction xj, vapour pressure Pj
S, and activity coefficient j : 
 
 
 
The vapour-phase chemical potential of component j can be expressed in terms of 
vapour mole fraction yj, the total system pressure P, and fugacity coefficient j : 
 
 
 
Therefore the general relationship between vapour and liquid phases is 
 
    (8) 
 
If the pressure of the system is not high, the fugacity coefficient is unity. If the liquid 
phase is “ideal” (i.e., there is no interaction between the molecules), the activity 
coefficient is unity. The latter situation is much less common than the former because 
components interact in liquid mixtures. They can either attract or repulse. Let us 
assume that the liquid and vapour phases are both ideal ( j =1 and j =1). In this 
situation the bubblepoint calculation involves an iterative calculation to find the 
temperature T that satisfies the equation 
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    (9) 
 
The total pressure P and all the xj values are known. In addition, equations for the 
vapour pressures of all components as functions of temperature T are known. The 
Newton–Raphson convergence method is convenient and efficient in this iterative 
calculation because an analytical derivative of the temperature-dependent vapour 
pressure functions PS can be used. [19] 
 
2.5. DENSITY OF PURE COMPONENTS AT HIGH PRESSURES 
 
Dependence of volume on pressure is different in a fluid for different temperatures. 
This can be noticed by studying a generalized PvT diagram. PvT diagram is the result 
of the graphically representation of the equation  
 
f (P,v,T) = 0    (10) 
 
which explains the behavior of a pure substance that reacts against temperature, 
pressure and specific volume changes.  
 
Figure 5 shows a generalized PvT diagram. 
 
 
Figure 5: Generalized PvT diagram for a pure substance 
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Due to the complexity of these areas it is more convenient to use the two-dimensional 
projections on the PT and Pv axes. In this case, it’s usefully to show the Pv projection, 
with the aim to explain the density of pure components at high pressures.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 6: Pv diagram for liquid region, liquid-vapour region and vapour region of a pure 
fluid. [20] 
 
 
At subcritical temperatures (T<TC, isotherms T1 and T2), the volume of gas decreases 
rapidly with increasing pressure, till the phase boundary line is reached (K, N 
respectively). Crossing this line, inside Andrew’s bell, a decrease of total volume 
causes the formation of liquid drops of specific volume J and Q.   
 
At temperatures above the critical one (T > TC) a gas can be compressed to a liquid-
like volume without visible change of phases. The critical isotherm (T = TC) has an 
horizontal tangent at the critical point C. At the critical point, the liquid and the gas 
branch of the phase boundary line meet and phases become identical.  
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2.6. SOLUBILITY IN SUPERCRITICAL SOLVENTS 
 
Solubilities are defined either as the mole fraction of solute in solution, x, or by the 
amount of solute per unit volume, or concentration, C, at saturation. The concentration 
in moles (n) per unit volume is given by: 
 
V
n
C      (11) 
 
where V is the molar volume of the pure fluid. Compound volatility and SCF solvating 
power are two major factors that determine the solubility of a compound in an SCF. 
Supercritical fluid solvating power is primarily a function of density. In general, higher 
densities result in higher solvating power. These higher densities are most readily 
achieved through increasing pressure. However, temperature is an important variable 
in compound solubility since the volatility of a compound is directly related to 
temperature. Depending on equipment setup, increasing the temperature in a system 
can reduce solvent density, but the increase in compound volatility generally 
overcomes the decrease in density and enhances compound solubility. The solubility of 
a solid or semi-solid in a liquid is related to the heat of fusion of the solid and the 
temperature of the solution by: 
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where x is the mole fraction of the dissolved solute, Hf is the heat of fusion, Tf is the 
melting point of the solute and T is the temperature of the solution. Equation (12) is 
valid if the change in the heat capacity and volumes at different temperatures is 
ignored. Ideal solution theory also requires that there are only dispersion force 
interactions between the solute and solvent. It can be seen from equation (12) that an 
increase in solution temperature will increase the mole fraction of the dissolved solute. 
In an SCF system at constant pressure, the solubility of a solute will fall initially with 
increasing temperature because the SCF density decreases, and hence its solvating 
power decreases, with increasing temperature. However, as the temperature rises, the 
volatility also rises, and eventually this effect exceeds the effect of the falling solvating 
capacity and the solubility rises. [21] 
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On the other hand, solubility of a low volatile component in a supercritical solvent 
exhibits a characteristic scheme: at high pressures solubility increases with the 
temperature and at lower pressures solubility decreases with the temperature.  
 
 
2.7. EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF PHASE EQUILIBRIA 
 
The wide variety of the properties of chemical compounds does not enable the use of a 
universal apparatus for the measurement of thermodynamic properties for pure 
components and mixtures at high pressure. In the case of two-phase equilibria like 
vapour-liquid equilibria, the typical set of data to be determined is the pressure, the 
temperature, and the composition of the two phases at equilibrium. Some experimental 
apparatuses also allow the determination of the densities of the coexisting phases. In 
some types of equipment the pressure, the temperature and the composition of one 
phase only are determined.  
Special classes of apparatus are used for the determination of particular 
thermodynamic properties, such as activity coefficients at infinite dilution, Henry's 
constants, or partial molar volumes at infinite dilution. These data, together with a 
thermodynamic model, can be used for the calculation of the compositions of the 
coexisting phases at equilibrium, and for that reason - in this context - these methods 
are considered as indirect methods of measurement. 
Many different reviews on apparatus used for the experimental determination of phase 
equilibria at high pressure have been published, and it will be useful to separate the 
subject on the basis of the nature of the systems investigated. 
 
2.7.1 VAPOR-LIQUID EQUILIBRIUM 
 
Different types of apparatus have been proposed in the literature, which enable the 
measurement of the temperature, the pressure, the composition, and the density of 
coexisting vapour and liquid phases. These types of apparatus can be classified on the 
basis of the method used: static methods and recirculating (dynamic) models. 
 
In the first case, the mixture is placed into an evacuated cell, which is placed in a 
constant temperature bath (usually a liquid or air bath, although also metal-block 
thermostats have been used). The contents of the cell which are separated into two or 
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more phases of different density are brought to equilibrium by shaking, stirring, or 
agitation, and the equilibrium pressure is measured. The sample remains enclosed in 
the cell, and no phase or part of the system is subject to flow with respect to the others. 
Because we are dealing with a closed system, this method requires careful evacuation 
of the cell and tubing and degassing of the materials, in order to avoid errors in the 
reading of the equilibrium pressure, although this problem is not so crucial as at low 
pressures. 
We generally distinguish between two methods when the determination of the 
composition of the equilibrium phases is taking place. In the first method, known 
amounts of the pure substances are introduced into the cell, so that the overall 
composition of the mixture contained in the cell is known. The compositions of the co-
existing equilibrium phases may be recalculated by an iterative procedure from the 
predetermined overall composition, and equilibrium temperature and pressure data. It 
is necessary to know the pressure volume temperature (PVT) behavior, for all the 
phases present at the experimental conditions, as a function of the composition in the 
form of a mathematical model (EOS) with a sufficient accuracy. This is very difficult to 
achieve when dealing with systems at high pressures. Here, the need arises for 
additional experimentally determined information. One possibility involves the 
determination of the bubble- or dew point, either optically or by studying the pressure 
volume relationships of the system. The main problem associated with this method is 
the preparation of the mixture of known composition in the cell. 
The second method is employed more frequently. In this case, samples of the co-
existing phases are withdrawn and analysed. In this method, the initial overall 
composition of the mixture charged into the cell is established only approximately, just 
to pre-determine the location of the measured equilibrium data-point in the phase 
diagram. The major difficulties with this method lie in withdrawing the samples of the 
equilibrium-phase or -phases from the cell without disturbing the system equilibrium, 
and with their transport to analytical devices. Sampling is usually accompanied by the 
depressurization, but any changes in the homogeneity and composition of the phases 
must be avoided. The advantage of the static method is that only small amounts of 
substances are needed for the experiments.  
The recirculation methods were developed from the static methods. The main part of 
the recirculation apparatus is a thermostated equilibrium cell. The equilibrium cell has 
facilities for mechanically driven circulation through external loop(s) of either the lighter 
(the top) phase or the heavier (the bottom) phase, or of both phases. Magnetically 
operated high-pressure pumps usually achieve the circulation. 
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The purpose of introducing the external circulation of phases is to achieve their more 
efficient equilibration through stirring and contacting, and thereby to improve the 
process of equilibration and to reduce the time required. Another reason is that 
sampling is easier than in the case of a static method. After equilibration has been 
achieved in a steady-state regime, the phases which circulate through an external loop 
already represent a separated equilibrium phase. A portion of such a phase may be 
trapped in a sampling cell, which is removed for analysis, or the phase may be 
temporarily circulated through an in-line sampling loop such as an injection valve, and 
then analysed off-line. On-line analysis can also be performed in this case, without 
disturbing the phase-stream in the circulation loop. Another advantage is that it is also 
possible to perform a relatively easy determination of the density of the phases in the 
recirculation loops, e.g., by using in-line vibrating tube density meters. 
These experimental methods, extensively used for the study of binary mixtures, are 
seldomly used for the determination of phase equilibria of complex multicomponent 
mixtures, mainly owing to analytical difficulties. 
 
 
2.7.2 EQUILIBRIA INVOLVING SOLIDS 
 
The most popular method used is a dynamic method, the saturation method. In this 
technique, the non-volatile, heavy solid solute is loaded into a saturator, or a battery of 
two or more saturators connected in series, and remains there as a stationary phase 
during the experiment. In most cases the saturator is in the form of a packed column. 
At constant pressure, a steady stream of supercritical fluid (solvent) passes through a 
preheater, where it reaches the desired system temperature. Then this fluid is 
continuously fed to the bottom of the saturator, and the solute is stripped from the 
stationary heavy phase in the column. The supercritical fluid saturated with the solute 
leaves the saturator at the top. 
Direct sampling and analysis of the effluent stream may be used to determine the 
solubility of the heavy phase in the volatile component (often a supercritical fluid). 
Alternatively, the composition can be determined from the total volume of gas passed 
through the saturator, and from the known mass of solute extracted during the sample-
collecting period. The effluent stream is expanded to atmospheric pressure via an 
expansion valve. Then it passes through a cold trap, where the extract is quantitatively 
precipitated or condensed, and finally proceeds to a dry-test or a wet-test gas meter or 
other device, where the total amount of the passed gas is measured. The amount of 
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extracted solute is usually determined by weighing the sample collected in the cold 
trap, or by analysing the solution obtained, by dissolving the collected material in a 
know amount of liquid solvent.  
The method is applicable only to binary two-phase systems. Since only the 
supercritical-fluid rich effluent phase is sampled, the composition of the equilibrium 
heavy phase cannot be determined. However, there are some pitfalls in this technique, 
which the experimentalist should be aware of:  
 
I- The danger of unnoticed phase changes occurring in the saturators which can 
be monitored by using a view cell; 
II- The necessity of avoiding any entrainment of the particles or drops of the 
stationary heavy phase with the stream of supercritical-fluid rich phase by using 
a filter; 
III- The saturation of the supercritical-fluid phase with the solute should be 
achieved by adjusting a proper flow rate. 
 
It is necessary to avoid the precipitation or condensation, and subsequent deposition of 
the extracted solute, from the effluent stream during the expansion in the expansion 
valve or in the section of tubing before the stream reaches the collecting trap. Weighing 
the valve can overcome this problem. [22] 
 
2.8. MODELS OF SOLUBILITY 
 
It is possible analytically to represent high pressure vapor-liquid equilibria using, for the 
liquid phase, the common thermodynamic functions: Henry’s constant, activity 
coefficient and partial molar volume. But experience has shown that in typical cases, 
these functions are not useful especially for multicomponent mixtures. A more 
succesful route for quantitatively describing high pressure vapor-liquid equilibria is 
provided by the fugacity coefficient applied to both phases. 
 
Consider a binary liquid mixture with mole fractions x1 and x2 at the temperature T and 
pressure P; in equilibrium with the liquid mixture is a vapor with mole fractions y1 and 
y2. The equations of equilibrium are: 
 
  
LV ff 11   or 1111 xy
LV         (13) 
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and  
  
LV ff 22   or 2222 xy
LV         (14) 
 
where f  is the fugacity and   is the fugacity coeficient. The equilibrium ratios (K 
factors) are given by 
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To calculate fugacity coefficients, we can use an equation of state that is valid for both 
the vapor-phase mixture and the liquid phase mixture. For each component i in the 
vapor phase, 
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where ni is the number of moles of component i and nT is the total number of moles in 
the vapor phase. Similary, for each component i in the liquid phase, 
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where ni and nT now refer to the liquid phase.  
 
To use equations (17) and (18), a suitable equation of state is required, which holds for 
the entire range of possible mole fraction x and y at system temperature T and for the 
density range between 0 and (nT/V)
L. This last condition is necessary because the 
integrals go from the ideal-gas state (infinite volume) to the saturated vapor and 
saturated densities. At present, there are no satisfactory equations of state which meet 
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these requirements with generality, however, for many mixtures; we have reasonable, 
approximate equations of state which provide useful results. 
 
The simplest procedure for using equations (17) and (18) is to choose an equation of 
state which holds for pure fluid 1 and for pure fluid 2 and to assume that this same 
equation of state holds for all mixtures of 1 and 2 by interpolation. To fix ideas, 
consider, for example, Soave’s modification of the Redlich-Kwong equation of state, 
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where a(T) depends on temperature according to, 
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where, for normal fluids, 
 
  22 )/1)(176.0574.1480.0(1)( cTTT       (22) 
 
where   is acentric factor. 
 
The constant b is given by 
 
 
c
c
P
RT
b 08664.0         (23) 
 
as in the Redlich-Kwong equation. 
 
Now comes the important step, which is the extension of equation (19) to the binary 
mixture. The simplest procedure is to assume a one-fluid theory of mixtures, that is to 
assume that the equation of state for the mixture is the same as that for a pure fluid 
whose characteristic constants b and a(T) depend on composition. 
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One-fluid theory assumes that for the mixtures (M) we can generalize equation (19) to 
be 
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for now, this equation hold for both phases. The remaining task is to specify how bM 
and aM(T) depend on composition, by mixing rules. 
 
The common procedure is to write mixing rules that are quadratic in mole fraction. For 
a binary mixture, 
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where z is either x or y. 
 
It is clear that bii and aii(T) refer to the pure-component values; however, b12 and a12(T) 
are binary parameters. It is convenient to express these in the form 
 
 )1)((5.0 12221112 cbbb         (27) 
   )1()()()( 12
5.0
221112 kTaTaTa        (28) 
 
where the absolute values of binary parameters 12c  and 12k  are small compared to 
unity. 
 
In this report, Peng-Robinson, Redlich-Kwong and Soave-Redlich-Kwong equations of 
state are used. Peng-Robinson EOS is given by, 
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for this equation, c12 was set to zero thus reducing equation (25) to linear form, 
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 222111 bzbzbM          (30) 
 
 
For a pure fluid, constant b is given by  
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While aM(T) and a(T), functions of temperature, are given by 
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)(Ta  is used for calculating a11 and a22. 
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Here, TR = T/Tc and   depends on acentric factor   according to 
 
 
226992.054226.137464.0        (35) 
 
 
Using the conventional mixing rules for a mixture, equations (25) and (26), the fugacity 
coefficient for a component k in a mixture is given by 
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where zi is the mole fraction of component i. This equation was obtained by taking 
partial derivate of pressure P from equation (29) and substitute it into equation (18).  
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2.9. THEORY OF PHASE INVERSION 
 
The flow of two immiscible liquids often occurs as a dispersed flow, where one liquid is 
present in the other one in the form of drops. Phase inversion is the phenomenon by 
which the dispersed phase becomes the continuous one, and vice versa. During this 
process the effective viscosity of the mixture becomes very large, which leads to a high 
pressure drop or low flow rate. Therefore, the gas phase can present light or heavy 
phase of the system. When the densities of both phases are similar, one phase is 
dispersed in another when system is mixed, and phases can not be separated easily.  
 
In this context, prediction of the critical concentration where phase inversion occurs is 
important for two main reasons. It can help in designing processes in such a way, that 
a high-pressure build-up due to inversion is avoided. It can also help in designing 
processes, in which a dense dispersion is necessary for achieving the correct product 
property, for instance, in the food or pharmaceutical industry. 
 
The phase-inversion phenomenon has been studied for many years. Several models 
proposed in the literature for predicting the critical concentration are based on a 
description of a balance between breakup and coalescence of the drops forming the 
dispersed phase.  [23] [24] 
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3. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY 
 
3.1. EXPERIMENTAL MATERIALS 
 
CO2 (99.9% purity) was provided by Messer (Ruse, Slovenia). SF6 (> 99.9% purity) 
was obtained from Linde Plin (Celje, Slovenia).  
 
Physico-chemical properties of supercritical fluids which were used in this work are 
presented in the Table 1. [25] 
 
Table 1: Critical temperature (Tc), critical pressure (Pc), critical density, molar weight 
(Mr), melting and boiling point and acentric factor (w) of components used for 
calculations. 
 
Component Mr   Tc   Pc   c  Tf Tb w 
  [g/mol] [K] [MPa]   [Kg/m3]  [K]  [K] 
 
 
SF6 146.10 318.73 3.760 743 222.45 204.90 0.21000 
CO2 44.00 304.10 7.380 469 194.70 216.60 0.22500 
Triolein 885.43 947.07 0.468   268.15 850.20 1.68623 
 
 
 
3.1.1. CARBON DIOXIDE (CO2). IMPORTANCE OF SUPERCRITICAL CO2 
 
Molecular formula: CO2 
CAS Number: 124-38-9 
Synonims: Dry ice, Carbonic Anhydride 
Chemical structure:  O=C=O 
UN1013 (gas); UN2187 (liquid refrigerated); UN1845 (solid) 
 
 
While there are many fluids that can be used in their supercritical state, CO2 is the one 
most often used because it is considered environmentally friendly in comparison to 
strong solvents, and its critical temperature point and operating pressures are relatively 
easy to work with. 
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CO2 is a colourness, odourness and non-flammable compound. Its gas density is 
1.8482 kg/m3 at 15 oC or 1.8161 kg/m3 at 20 oC . 
Solubility in water was estimated to be about 870 cm3/L at 20 oC, and its vapour 
pressure is 57.3 bar at 20 oC. 
 
 
 
 
      Figure 7: Phase diagram of carbon dioxide. [29] 
 
 
A phase diagram for CO2, shown in Figure 7, displays the relationship between 
pressure and temperature. When the conditions of pressure and temperature are 
altered, the phases of CO2 can be changed to a solid, gas, or liquid. However, when 
above the critical temperature, Tc, CO2 becomes supercritical, and can no longer be 
changed back into liquid by increasing pressure. In this state, CO2 will remain a gas-
like fluid even though it may be approaching the density of a liquid at very high 
pressures. Its supercritical properties include solvating power similar to liquids, but with 
the diffusion properties of a gas. 
 
All molecules have both kinetic and potential energy: Kinetic energy is defined as 
energy of molecular motion, while potential energy is stored energy of an object relative 
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to its position. The potential energy of attraction between molecules is known as the 
Van der Waal force. The process of dissolving is directly affected by the Van der Waal 
force between solvent molecules and solute molecules. Surface tension and viscosity 
increase as this force makes solvent molecules draw closer together, leading to 
decreased diffusion and inhibiting the processes of solvating, extraction, and cleaning. 
Kinetic energy will overcome the Van der Waal force if the solvent temperature is 
raised above the critical point, thereby reducing the attraction between the molecules. 
This lowers surface tension and viscosity, and increases diffusion capability, enabling 
the solvent to penetrate more deeply into and around small pores and features. 
It should be noted that while supercritical CO2 is excellent for dissolving small, non-
polar organic compounds, it is less effective in dissolving many polar or ionic 
compounds and large polymers (except for fluorinated oligomers). 
Solvating properties can be improved with the addition of small amounts of other fluids 
or modifiers. This can include fluids, additives such as ethanol or water, or fluorinated 
detergents. [26] 
 
 
3.1.2. GLYCERYL TRIOLEATE (C57H104O6) 
 
Molecular formula: C57H104O6 
CAS Number: 122-32-7 
Synonyms: Triolein, 1,2,3-Propanetriol tri(9-octandecenoate) 
Chemical structure:     
 
 
 
 
Also called glyceryl trioleate, triolein is a triglyceride, an ester of glycerol and 
unsaturated fatty acid-oleic acid and it is present in many vegetable oils. Appearance of 
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glyceryl trioleate is colorless to yellowish, viscous oily liquid. There exist many data 
about solubilities of glyceryl trioleate in different components, but triolein is water-
insoluble. As a reference, solubility in chloroform is 0.1 g/mL. [30] 
Triolein is a stable component but air and light sensitive and it is incompatible with 
strong oxidizing agents.  
 
Triolein is used in semipermeable membrane devices [31], and in many different 
scientific studies, such as diagnosis of malabsorption or intestinal absorption. [32] [33] 
 
3.1.3. SULFUR HEXAFLUORURE (SF6) 
 
Molecular formula: SF6 
CAS Number: 2551-62-4 
Chemical structure: (orthorhombic and octahedral) 
 
Appearance of sulfur hexafluoride is colourness and odourness. It is also a non-
flammable compound and it is slightly soluble in water (its solubility in water is almost 
zero). 
 
Sulfur hexafluoride is used as a gaseous insulator in power breakers. It is used also as 
a trace gas and oxygen asphyxiating in aluminum foundry application in reduction of 
porosity, replacing corrosive and toxic chlorine processes. It makes it unique as gas 
product for which no other gas has been found suitable for replacement. [34] 
In semiconductor manufacturing, sulfur hexafluoride is a fluorine source for high 
density plasma etching without generating carbon by-products. SF6 can be used for 
etching metal silicides (specially tungsten etch), nitrides and oxides versus their metal 
substrates. [27] 
Additional applications of SF6 are as a tracer gas for determining ventilation rates and 
air movements in buildings and as an inert blanketing agent. 
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Vapour-liquid equilibrium curve for SF6 is shown is Figure 8.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 8: Vapor-liquid equilibrium curve for SF6. [27] 
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3.2. APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE 
 
Phase behavior data were measured by using a high pressure variable-volume cell, 
which is shown in Figure 9.  
 
             
Figure 9: Experimental apparatus ready for measurement and high pressure variable-
volume cell.  
 
 
The determination of the experimental data for both mixtures and the experimental 
conditions (pressure and temperature) at which the inversion of phases in SF6 - triolein 
system occurs was performed in the temperature range of 60 oC - 90 oC and pressure 
range 50 bar - 500 bar. The high pressure view cell with variable volume was used and 
is schematically represented in Figure 10. 
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Figure 10: Scheme of equilibrium cell apparatus: A—variable-volume view cell, C—
cooler, D—hydraulic oil system, E—air compressor, F—filter, P—high-pressure 
membrane pump, V01–04—high-pressure needle valves, V05—one-way valve, V06—
safety valve, PI—pressure indicator, VI—voltage indicator, PC—pressure controller 
and TIC—temperature indicator controller. 
 
 
 
I - HIGH PRESSURE CELL DESCRIPTION 
 
High pressure cell consists of a cylinder of approximately 75 cm3 volume. The wall is 
made of stainless steel with thickness of 7 mm, while the fore and hind sections are 
composed of two glasses. The glass in the foreground is useful for visualizing the 
phases, while rear’s crystal is utilized for the regulation of the pressure in the cell. The 
movement of the crystal is regulated by the air which moves a piston. At the same time, 
a system of hydraulic oil is compressed with the air, and this permits the movement of 
the glass. Air is not used directly because oil allows a better lubrication for the 
movement of the crystal. The theoretical foundation of why the air at the pressure of 6 
bar is able to move the cell’s glass and to attain high pressure is described in the next 
section of Pumping. 
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If the valve of air is opened the mixture CO2-Triolate is compressed due the decrease 
of volume of the cell, and the pressure is increased. The maximum operating pressure 
and temperature of the high pressure cell are 750 bar and 200 oC.   
The position of the glass is controlled with the voltage’s lecture in a voltmeter, model 
VOLTCRAFT VC820. 
 
A lamp is located in the back side of the cell to see the behavior of phases with greater 
clarity (CO2-Triolate) and there is also an agitator with controllable agitation’s velocity 
inside the cell that permits attaining the equilibrium of the system. The interval of 
velocities of agitation is between 0-30 V and 0-2 A. The agitation with fast or slow 
velocity can be regulated. The model of the regulator is Laboratory Power Surply PS 
302A. 
 
In the cell’s external wall there are two electrical resistances of variable intensity. They 
are able to attain the wanted temperature in the equipment. The temperature in the 
system is measured with a thermocouple and controlled with a controller, model 
Eurotherm 2216e. The controlling could be programmed to change the set time of 
temperature, the calibration, the programming of temperature (in climbed, at ramp…). 
 
 
 
II – PUMPING 
 
The type of pump used for the pumping of high pressure fluids in the laboratory is the 
model NWA PM 101. The operating process is the following (figure 10): compressing 
air performs the movement of a piston. This, at the same time, moves another piston of 
much more little volume where the fluid will be compressed. According to Boyle’s Law, 
published in 1660, the pressure of a fixed quantity of gas is inversely proportional to the 
volume that it occupies, if and when temperature is kept constant. For this reason, if 
the volume of air in the big piston is much higher than the volume of fluid in the small 
piston, the fluid will get higher pressure with a little movement of the air’s piston. The 
typical relations among the pressure of air and the pressure of fluid come from 
compressors 1/75 used in the laboratory. This means that for each bar of compressed 
air 75 bar of pressure of fluid at the outlet of the compressor can be reached.  
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 According to Boyle’s law: 
 
  P1 V1 = P2 V2 
 
  
 
Figure 11: Performance of the pump. 
 
 
III – COMPRESSOR  
 
One Piston’s Compressor Model 3T100A2, IP 44, 3kW, 220-230 V, 6.9-12 A, 50 Hz, 
2870 cycles/min, HP 4 
 
 
IV - MEASUREMENTS OF THE PRESSURE  
 
The cell’s pressure was measured by using a Transmiser Manometer S-10, interval of 
pressures 0-600 bar, action of control 4-20 mA, DC 10-30V, S# 3720877 and 
P#8353578. 
 
 
V - RUPTURE DISK 
 
The characteristics of the safety valve V06 are the following: 
Burst Pressure Rating: 522 barg* min/576 barg max at 120 oC 
 Material: INC 
 Area: 126.7 mm2 
 
(*barg: gauge pressure) 
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VI – MASS MEASUREMENTS  
 
Four decimals precision analytical balance was used. It was AG204 Model, Metler 
Toledo, which allows you to measure 210 grams of mass substance maximum. 
 
 
 
3.3. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
 
Procedure for obtaining experimental phase equilibrium data is described by following 
steps: 
 
I – CLEANING OF THE CELL 
 
The cell cleaning is performed with cotton, acetone and tweezers. It is necessary to 
take care when the crystal is cleaned with the tweezers, because it could be easily 
damaged. Also special attention must be rendered not to let any filament of cotton 
hooked in the agitator. This would contribute to an experimental error.  
 
Acetone at first and afterward CO2 was used for cleaning the pipelines. Before starting 
measurements all the system was purged with CO2 again. [17] 
 
II – PROCEDURE 
 
To determine the high pressure equilibrium, the equilibrium cell was loaded with triolein 
and afterwards the SF6 or the CO2 from a gas cylinder was compressed into the cell by 
a high pressure pump. The content of the cell was heated, selecting the desired 
temperature with the control device by fixing the wanted set point. In general, the real 
temperature measured inside the cell and the appointed in the set point were different 
by few degrees. The operating temperatures were 60, 70 and 90 oC respectively.   
 
Once the operating temperature was achieved, the pressure in the cell was established 
by tuning the roulette which controls the flow of air and moves the crystal to the right or 
left, changing the volume of the cell. 
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Pressure in the cell and ratios of both phases were controlled with the voltmeter and 
the values had to be from 0.6 V to 1 V. One problem that can occur at high ratios of 
CO2/Triolein or SF6/Triolein phases is that the voltmeter can show a value below 0.6 V. 
If it happens, the reason is that there is not enough liquid triolein in the system in order 
to compress and the mixture needs a bigger movement of the glass. To solve the 
problem, gas has to be introduced under pressure with the pump depending on the 
operating conditions. Other way, which was also used is to refill the cell with triolein to 
solve that problem. 
 
By increasing the pressure the temperature was also increased, so it was necessary to 
wait again until the operating temperature set in the device was achieved. Afterwards, 
the mixture was mixed with a blade-turbine stirrer under constant operating conditions 
until equilibrium was reached. The velocity of agitation was set to approximately 500 
rpm and the agitation time was 1 hour.  
Afterwards, the agitation was stopped and system was left for specific time in order to 
separate the phases. After 1 hour of phase separation the samples of the both phases 
were taken by the sampling valves, connected to the top and bottom of the cell, into a 
glass trap, which was immersed in a water bath. 
 
Methodology to take samples was repeating the following steps: First of all, the 
sampling trap was washed, dried at approximately 100 oC and weighted empty on the 
analytical balance. Values of atmospheric pressure, pressure in the system, 
temperature in the cell and ambient temperature were noted down. After that, the trap 
was connected to the autoclave and valve V-04 was opened slowly, letting out the 
upper phase. When the samples were taken the precaution not to open de valve V-04 
rapidly was to be considered. If it was done too rapidly, results could be not valid.   
The amount of released gas was measured by the disposal of water in graduated 
cylinder (shown in Figure 9), while the amount of triolein was determined 
gravimetrically.  [27]  
Then, it was necessary to weight the full trap and repeat the same procedure with the 
lower phase.  
 
As it has been already said, operating temperatures were 60, 70 and 90 oC. Operating 
pressures were from 50 to 500 bar, with increments of 50 bar. Each data point was 
measured two times in order to ensure proper data collection without measurement 
errors.  
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Based on experrimental data composition of phases in equilibrium was calculated: 
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n
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where 
2CO
n is the number of moles of CO2 and Trioleinn  is the number of moles of triolein. 
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where Proom is the pressure of the room, OHH gH 22 0  is pressure of the gas inside the 
graduated tube, HH2O is the height of water and  OHV 2  is the volume occupied by the 
gas inside the graduated tube. 
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where mfull is the mass of the full glasstrap and mempty is the mass of the empty trap. 
 
 
 
The calculation procedure for the mixture Triolein – SF6 is the same as described 
above, substituting the values of the collected data for the CO2 for those of SF6 in the 
equations (37), (38) and (39). 
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS. 
 
 
Each experiment was started with liquid triolein and gas or liquid CO2 or SF6 present in 
the view cell. With increasing pressure and temperature it is possible to obtain different 
phases present in the cell. 
In Figure 12, the condition of pressure and temperature in which homogeneous 
dispersion of the mixture triolein-SF6 was observed is represented. 
 
 
 
Figure 12: Homogeneous dispersion of Triolein-SF6, at 64 bar and 75 ºC. 
 
 
Below these conditions two phases coexist in equilibrium, where the light phase is the 
gas rich phase which is above the liquid triolein rich phase, the heavy phase. On the 
contrary, if the conditions are above the conditions of homogenous dispersion, the 
situation is opposite. It is shown in Figure 13. 
 
 
 
Figure 13: Two phases in equilibrium of the mixture Triolein-SF6, at 55 bar and 71 ºC 
and 174 bar and 74 ºC. Phase transition is observed. 
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4.1. PHASE EQUILIBRIUM DATA FOR TRIOLEIN-CO2 SYSTEMS. 
 
Coexisting phases observed during phase equilibrium measurements of triolein in 
system with CO2 at 60, 70 and 90 
oC in the pressure range between 50 bar and 500 
bar are depicted in Figure 14, Figure 15 and Figure 16 respectively.  
 
 
 
 
    P = 40 bar           P = 133 bar  P = 197 bar       P = 235 bar    P = 274 bar 
   T = 62 oC        T = 61 oC  T = 63 oC      T = 60 oC               T = 64 oC 
 
Figure 14: Phase equilibria for the system triolein-carbon dioxide at 60 oC. Coexisting 
phases at different pressures. 
 
 
 
 
 
P = 120 bar            P = 220 bar     P = 357 bar              P = 406 bar            P = 462 bar 
       T = 72 oC               T = 71 oC             T = 71 oC          T = 72 oC               T = 72 oC 
 
Figure 15 : Phase equilibria for the system triolein-carbon dioxide at 70 oC. Coexisting 
phases at different pressures.  
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P = 63 bar           P = 104 bar  P = 213 bar    P = 423 bar         P = 473 bar     P = 512 bar 
  T = 93 oC             T = 92 oC T = 92 oC   T = 92 oC        T = 94 oC         T = 92 oC 
 
Figure 16 : Phase equilibria for the system triolein-carbon dioxide at 90 oC. Coexisting 
phases at different pressures.   
 
As can be seen in those figures for the system triolein-CO2 the lower phase is rich with 
triolein and the upper phase is rich with CO2. 
 
In Figure 17 phase equilibria data for the Triolein-CO2 system at 60 
oC, 70 oC and 90 
oC are presented in P-x diagram. 
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Figure 17: Phase equilibrium for system of Triolein-CO2 at 60 
oC, 70 oC and 90 oC. 
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The experimental results for each pressure and temperature were taken twice. Once 
the data was taken, the average solubility for each of the conditions of the system was 
calculated. These results are also shown in Table 2.  
 
Table 2: Phase equilibrium data of the Triolein-CO2 system: mole fraction of CO2 in 
lower (x1) and upper (y1) phase, including CO2 density for each pressure. [35] 
 
  P1 (bar) x1   P2 (bar) y1     kg CO2 / m3 
                
T = 60 oC 18.0 0.3996   18.8 0.9887   43.66 
  41.8 0.6443   42.5 0.9906   98.30 
  92.5 0.7892   94.0 0.9940   289.95 
  67.5 0.7589   68.5 0.9944   172.78 
  129.8 0.8745   131.5 0.9941   471.52 
  150.5 0.9254   155.0 0.9958   604.09 
  224.5 0.7835   232.5 0.9870   758.69 
  194.8 0.8753   198.3 0.9860   723.68 
  271.0 0.8940   271.7 0.9657   809.76 
  325.3 0.8918   334.5 0.9766   855.94 
  366.5 0.8952   368.5 0.9803   877.14 
  410.0 0.9066   410.8 0.9882   890.14 
  452.8 0.9871   456.5 0.9860   913.29 
                
T = 70 oC 20.8 0.4201   22.0 0.9883   41.95 
  51.8 0.7342   55.8 0.9891   92.87 
  123.8 0.8748   124.5 0.9866   373.59 
  162.0 0.8365   165.0 0.9918   598.13 
  186.8 0.8899   190.5 0.9898   659.05 
  256.0 0.8247   258.0 0.9940   736.92 
  315.3 0.8745   317.3 0.9920   808.22 
  357.0 0.9232   364.5 0.9924   842.14 
  404.3 0.8993   414.5 0.9948   870.04 
  455.5 0.8824   455.8 0.9833   882.37 
                
T = 90 oC 58.3 0.6164   60.5 0.9900   84.21 
  104.3 0.8573   104.3 0.9322   202.93 
  159.0 0.8706   160.0 0.9479   459.61 
  214.3 0.8868   216.8 0.9891   590.79 
  254.8 0.8945   260.7 0.9389   672.77 
  280.0 0.9280   301.5 0.9877   703.27 
  312.5 0.8704   319.0 0.9854   729.27 
  363.0 0.8555   360.0 0.9788   771.84 
  414.8 0.8636   419.8 0.9897   805.93 
  456.3 0.8718   459.5 0.9475   820.74 
  505.5 0.9296   507.0 0.9744   847.04 
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Table 2 shows that the solubility of CO2 in triolein increases with increasing pressures 
at constant temperature; however the composition of gas phase is not changing 
significantly with temperature.  
 
At the temperature of 60 oC, it is noticed that solubility depends significantly on 
pressure. Consequently, maximum and minimum solubility at 60 oC is found at the 
higher and lower pressure at 452.8 bar and 18 bar (0.9871 and 0.3936 mole fraction of 
CO2, respectivelly).  
 
At the temperatures of 70 oC and 90 oC, no significant solubility changes are detected 
with increasing the pressure above 100 bar. Maximum and minimum solubility are 
detected respectively at 357 bar and 20.8 bar at 70 oC (0.9232 and 0.4201 molar 
fraction of CO2). At 90 
oC they are detected at 505.5 bar and 58.3 bar, respectively 
(0.9296 and 0.6164 mole fraction of CO2). 
 
Additionally, as it was expected, no solubility change is detected with increasing the 
pressure at constant temperature in upper phase. 
 
It is necessary to comment one aspect about the pictures of coexisting phases 
observed during measurements at 90 oC. At the pressure of 473 bar it can be observed 
that the mixture looks like a homogeneous mixture, but it is not. This aspect is the 
consequence of a low amount of gas, like it was described it could happened 
previously. In order to solve that problem, the cell was refilled with gas before the 512 
bar measurement point. It was observed at 512 bar that the phase inversion 
phenomenon did not occurs, like it was not supposed to.  
 
 
           
 
 
Fragment of figure 16: Coexisting phases at 90 ºC and 473 bar and 512 bar 
respectively.
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4.2. PHASE EQUILIBRIUM DATA FOR TRIOLEIN-SF6 SYSTEMS. 
 
Coexisting phases observed during phase equilibrium measurements of triolein in 
system with SF6 at 60, 70 and 90 
oC in the pressure range between 50 bar and 500 bar 
are depicted in Figure 18, Figure 19 and Figure 20 respectively.  
 
 
 
 
 P = 55 bar            P = 174 bar          P = 322 bar         P = 415 bar            P=500 bar 
 T = 71 oC             T = 74 oC              T = 72 oC      T = 73 oC             T = 73 oC 
 
Figure 18: Phase equilibria for the system triolein-SF6 at 60 
oC: Coexisting phases at 
different pressures. 
 
 
 
 
P = 64 bar           P = 269 bar            P = 379 bar           P = 450 bar           P=500 bar               
T = 75 oC            T = 73 oC                T = 72 oC        T = 72 oC              T = 72 oC 
 
Figure 19: Phase equilibria for the system triolein-SF6 at 70 
oC: Coexisting phases at 
different pressures. 
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 P = 65 bar              P = 107 bar          P = 214 bar             P = 297 bar     P = 500 bar          
 T = 89 oC               T = 92 oC             T = 92 oC              T = 93 oC     T = 93 oC 
 
Figure 20: Phase equilibria for the system triolein-SF6 at 90 
oC: Coexisting phases at 
different pressures. 
 
 
In Figure 21 phase equilibrium data for the Triolein-SF6 system at 60 
oC, 70 oC and 90 
oC are presented in P-x diagram. 
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Figure 21: Phase equilibrium for system of Triolein-SF6 at 60 
oC, 70 oC and 90 oC. 
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As it can be seen in those figures for the system triolein-SF6 the lower phase is rich 
with triolein and the upper phase is rich with SF6 at the temperatures of 60 
oC, 70 oC 
and 90 oC in the area of lower pressures, approximately below 100 bar.  
At higher pressures, as stated above for both investigated temperatures, the two-phase 
system with inversed phases was observed and it was composed of lower SF6 rich 
phase and upper triolein rich phase.  
The average solubility for each of the conditions is shown in Table 3. 
 
Table 3: Phase equilibrium data of the Triolein-SF6 system: mole fraction of SF6 in 
lower (y1) and upper (x1) phase, including SF6 density for each pressure. [35] 
  P1 (bar) y1   P2 (bar) x1   kg SF6 / m3 
                
T = 60 oC 52.5 0.9097   52.5 0.9220   753.29 
  100.0 0.9330   105.3 0.8020   1269.20 
  167.8 0.8963   167.5 0.7901   1422.70 
  210.5 0.9431   213.0 0.6912   1483.50 
  263.8 0.9448   268.5 0.6704   1531.50 
  292.5 0.9379   300.0 0.6579   1551.30 
  354.8 0.9545   354.8 0.6497   1588.10 
  411.3 0.9473   413.3 0.6631   1635.00 
  442.3 0.9220   467.8 0.6157   1649.00 
  483.0 0.9438   487.3 0.6584   1662.40 
                
T = 70 oC 57.0 0.9303   60.5 0.9028   503.25 
  98.0 0.8913   101.0 0.8619   1181.70 
  164.8 0.9127   167.8 0.8024   1369.80 
  207.8 0.9244   209.8 0.7997   1406.90 
  259.5 0.8900   263.5 0.8034   1490.90 
  309.8 0.8923   309.0 0.7719   1513.30 
  361.8 0.9342   364.8 0.6489   1570.50 
  405.0 0.9381   404.5 0.6432   1597.20 
  458.3 0.9370   459.5 0.6651   1617.80 
  506.5 0.9507   504.5 0.6536   1645.50 
                
T = 90 oC 64.0 0.9067   64.3 0.9206   629.72 
  97.0 0.9102   100.0 0.5844   984.30 
  162.8 0.9279   164.3 0.5977   1260.30 
  193.0 0.9179   199.3 0.6290   1307.80 
  259.0 0.9270   261.0 0.6213   1380.70 
  286.8 0.9434   297.0 0.6685   1436.50 
  329.3 0.9413   343.3 0.6996   1482.30 
  412.8 0.9219   430.8 0.6835   1544.00 
  424.5 0.9641   427.0 0.6363   1539.00 
  511.8 0.9798   519.5 0.7556   1586.50 
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Table 3 shows that the solubility of SF6 in triolein has a particular dependence with the 
phenomenon of the phase inversion. It’s in this case necessary to differentiate the 
solubility behaviour in two different groups. 
 
At the temperatures of 60 oC and 70 oC, solubility of SF6 in upper phase increases with 
decreasing pressures once phases are inversed; however the composition of gas rich 
phase is not changing significantly with temperature.  
 
At the temperature of 60 oC, it is noticed that solubility depends significantly on 
pressure, but no significant solubility changes are detected with decreasing the 
pressure below 200 bar. Maximum and minimum solubility of SF6 in upper phase at 60 
oC is found at the lower and higher pressure also, 105.3 bar and 467.8 bar (0.8020 and 
0.6157 molar fraction of SF6).  
 
At the temperature of 70 oC, no significantly solubility changes are detected with 
decreasing the pressure below 250 bar. Maximum and minimum solubility are detected 
respectively at 101 bar and 404.5 bar at 70 oC (0.8619 and 0.6432 molar fraction of 
SF6 in upper phase), once phases are inversed. 
 
Additionally, as it was expected, no solubility change is detected with decreasing the 
pressure at constant temperature in the lower phase at both temperatures, once the 
phase inversion has happened. 
 
At the temperature of 90 oC, phase inversion phenomenon was observed also 
approximately at 100 bar of pressure. Consequently, at the pressures below 100 bar, 
solubility behaviour is similar as at the temperatures of 60 oC and 70 oC, but at 
pressures above 100 bar it is not. At this range of pressures, 100-500 bar, solubility of 
SF6 in upper phase increases by increasing pressure to 199.2 bar at constant 
temperature, but it does not change significantly with further increasing the pressure to 
500 bar.  
As it was expected, no solubility change is detected with increasing the pressure in the 
upper phase at 90 oC.    
Maximum solubility of SF6 in upper phase at 90 ºC is 0.7556 molar fraction at 519.5 
bar of pressure. Minimum solubility at 90 oC is 0.5844 SF6 molar fraction at 100 bar of 
pressure, once the phase is inversed also.  
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4.3. PE EXPERIMENTAL DATA ANALYSIS 
 
 
In present work, experimental phase equilibria data were analyzed using PC software 
Phase Equilibria 2000 V 2.9.9a (PE). 
 
PE is a database and a powerful tool for the analysis of data on phase equilibria 
between two fluids obtained experimentally. PE allows the user to optimize the results 
according to different theoretical models. Earlier, in chapter 2.8, in detail three different 
models that can be valid for the analysis of our two systems have been described. 
 
In this context, after calculating the solubilities for each working condition, it was 
attempted to optimize the PE results through software, using the theoretical models 
Peng-Robinson, Redlich-Kwong and Soave-Redlich-Kwong. 
Despite repeated attempts, the results were not entirely satisfactory. Best analyses 
obtained are represented in the figures below.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 22: PE results for Triolein – CO2 at 60 
oC. Calculations were done with Peng -
Robinson EOS. 
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Figure 23: PE results for Triolein – CO2 at 70 
oC. Calculations were done with Peng -
Robinson EOS. 
 
 
 
Figure 24: PE results for Triolein – CO2 at 90 
oC. Calculations were done with Peng -
Robinson EOS. 
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Figures 22, 23, 24 represent the results for the Triolein – CO2. Best solutions were 
found by using Peng - Robinson EOS and quadratic mixing rules.  
 
A noteworthy aspect is that the program did not work properly when all the data 
obtained for the carbon dioxide were considered, including representatives of the 
subcritical and the supercritical phase. To solve this problem, calculation was repeated 
by considering only the mole fractions of CO2 obtained for the supercritical phase. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 25: PE results for Triolein – SF6 at 60 
oC. Calculations were done with Redlich - 
Kwong EOS. 
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Figure 26: PE results for Triolein – SF6 at 70 
oC. Calculations were done with Redlich - 
Kwong EOS. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 27: PE results for Triolein – SF6 at 90 
oC. Calculations were done with Redlich - 
Kwong EOS. 
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Figures 25, 26, 27 represent the results for the Triolein – SF6. Best solutions were 
found by using Redlich - Kwong EOS and quadratic mixing rules.  
 
As it is described in the data analysis of the solubility of SF6 with triolein, at 
temperature and pressure conditions of the study the phenomenon of phase inversion 
was observed. While performing the optimization of this system with PE software, only 
solubility values obtained experimentally after phase inversion were calculated. 
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4.4. COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
 
 
There are many different experimental studies about the solubility of triolein with many 
fluids at supercritical conditions.  
 
Unfortunately, working conditions (pressure and temperature of the measurements) of 
most of them are different to those in this work. This section is intended to make a 
comparison of the solubility results obtained with those resulting from a similar study. 
 
In this context, we introduce in this work the solubility results obtained by W. Weber,   
S. Petkov and G. Brunner in their study "Vapour-liquid-equilibria and Calculations using 
the Redling Kwong-Aspen-equation of state for tristearin, tripalmitin and triolein in CO2 
and propane”, published in the Elsevier journal on January 1999. [25] 
 
One of the isotherms in this publication is at 60 ° C and at different pressures. The 
experimental results of the mixture Triolein-CO2 are compared with those obtained 
using the software Aspen. In the figure 28 and table 4, these values are compared to 
those resulting from our study. 
 
 
 
Table 4: Experimental and calculated solubilities of triolein rich phase, (x) by Weber, 
Petkov and Brunner and (x)’ by present work, and CO2 rich phase (y) at 333.15 K in 
CO2 mole fraction (calculated with RK-Kwong-Aspen-EOS). 
 
 
Pressure 
(bar)   
x (1) 
exp.   
y (1) 
exp.   
X(1) 
calc.   
y(1) 
calc.   
x(1)' 
exp.   
y(1)' 
exp. 
200   0.864   0.9999   0.843   0.9999   0.875   0.9861 
300   0.892   0.9997   0.895   0.9996   0.892   0.9766 
400   0.907   0.9995   0.917   0.9990   0.906   0.9882 
500   0.919   0.9988   0.926   0.9986   0.977   0.9860 
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Figure 28: Comparison of solubilities obtained by Weber, Petkov and Brunner and 
present work. 
 
 
Despite the small differences between both sets of data that are seen, the agreement 
of data is good and all the data are in the same order of magnitude. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 
 
5.1. PHASE EQUILIBRIA OF THE MIXTURE TRIOLEIN-CO2 
 
As it was expected, no homogeneous mixture or phase inversion phenomenon was 
observed during the measurements. Coexisting phases, observed in the range of 
pressures 50-500 bar at 60 oC, 70 oC and 90 oC, were always formed by upper CO2 
phase (lighter one) and lower liquid triolein (heavier than gas one) phase.  
 
Solubility of CO2 in triolein increases with increasing pressures at constant 
temperature, however the composition of gas phase is not changing significantly with 
temperature.  
 
5.2. PHASE EQUILIBRIA OF THE MIXTURE TRIOLEIN-SF6. 
 
Phase inversion phenomenon was observed at the temperatures of 60 oC, 70 oC and 
90 oC in the area of lower pressure, approximately below to 100 bar. Before phase 
inversion, the lower phase was rich with triolein and the upper phase was rich with SF6. 
Once phases were inversed, mixture was composed of lower SF6 rich phase and upper 
triolein rich phase. 
 
Solubility of SF6 in triolein decreased with increasing pressures at 60 
oC and 70 oC 
once phases were inversed; however the composition of gas rich phase was not 
changing significantly. At 90 oC of temperature, solubility in SF6 with triolein increased 
with increasing pressures and the composition of gas rich phase is not changing with 
pressure. 
 
5.3. COMPARISON OF BOTH SOLVENTS FOR TRIOLEIN. 
 
During all the coexisting phases measurements for both mixtures, solubility of CO2 and 
SF6 with triolein did not change significantly in the gas rich phase. Values of mole 
fraction of CO2 in CO2 rich phase were approximately 0.94 x 0.99 and values of 
mole fraction of SF6 in SF6 rich phase were approximately 0.90 x 0.95.  
Interpreting this measurement data, CO2 is more soluble in triolein than SF6, for all 
study conditions, however in the gas rich phase triolein is better soluble in SF6. 
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 ANNEXE I : EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS 
I. CO2 – Triolein mixture. Upper phase at 60ºC. 
 
Sample 
T 
(°C) 
Troom 
(°C) 
Twater 
(°C) 
Proom 
(bar) 
P1 
(bar) 
P2 
(bar) 
P 
(bar) 
m 
empty 
(g) 
m 
polne 
(g) V (mL) 
Height 
(cm) 
m2-
m1(g) nMX m CO2 n CO2 y CO2 
G1 63 23 20 101325 20 19 19,5 64,6385 64,6597 50 20,65 0,0212 2,39432E-05 0,08871983 0,002016 0,988265 
G2 61 23 20 101325 19 17 18 64,698 64,7145 42 21,378 0,0165 1,8635E-05 0,07447106 0,001693 0,98911 
G3 61 23 20 101325 45 43 44 63,7999 63,823 66 19,194 0,0231 2,6089E-05 0,11727863 0,002665 0,990307 
G4 63 23 20 101325 42 40 41 64,4236 64,45 80 17,92 0,0264 2,9816E-05 0,14233458 0,003235 0,990867 
G5 60 23 20 101325 95 93 94 64,7426 64,7696 124 13,916 0,027 3,04937E-05 0,22148894 0,005034 0,993979 
G6 61 23 20 101325 78 77 77,5 64,6419 64,6667 86 17,374 0,0248 2,8009E-05 0,15309198 0,003479 0,992014 
G7 61 23 20 101325 60 59 59,5 64,6528 64,6634 90 17,01 0,0106 1,19716E-05 0,16026997 0,003642 0,996724 
G8 61 23 20 101325 133 132 132,5 64,4248 64,4522 114 14,826 0,0274 3,09454E-05 0,20344507 0,004624 0,993352 
G9 61 23 20 101325 132 129 130,5 64,3149 64,3415 140 12,46 0,0266 3,00419E-05 0,25042548 0,005691 0,994749 
G10 62 23 20 101325 161 155 158 63,677 63,7043 178 9,002 0,0273 3,08325E-05 0,3194771 0,007261 0,995772 
G11 59 23 20 101325 155 149 152 64,3038 64,3298 176 9,184 0,026 2,93643E-05 0,31583132 0,007178 0,995926 
G12 60 23 20 101325 235 231 233 64,2 64,2214 54 20,286 0,0214 2,4169E-05 0,09585187 0,002178 0,989027 
G13 60 23 20 101325 233 231 232 63,8619 63,8841 41 21,469 0,0222 2,50726E-05 0,0726914 0,001652 0,98505 
G14 62 23 20 101325 202 199 200,5 64,0561 64,0793 76 18,284 0,0232 2,6202E-05 0,13516936 0,003072 0,991543 
G15 63 23 20 101325 197 195 196 64,3019 64,326 34 22,106 0,0241 2,72184E-05 0,06024271 0,001369 0,980508 
G16 64 23 20 101325 270 267 268,5 64,6197 64,6445 52 20,468 0,0248 2,8009E-05 0,09228521 0,002097 0,986822 
G17 64 23 20 101325 274 266 270 63,8246 63,8636 54 20,286 0,039 4,40464E-05 0,09585187 0,002178 0,980182 
G18 64 23 20 101325 285 268 276,5 64,1805 64,3902 78 18,102 0,2097 0,000236834 0,13875133 0,003153 0,930143 
G19 63 23 20 101325 331 319 325 65,6099 65,689 82 17,738 0,0791 8,93351E-05 0,1459191 0,003316 0,973769 
G20 63 23 20 101325 352 336 344 64,7419 64,8084 88 17,192 0,0665 7,51048E-05 0,15668034 0,003561 0,979344 
G21 63 23 20 101325 372 365 368,5 64,4624 64,5084 64 19,376 0,046 5,19522E-05 0,11370431 0,002584 0,980292 
G22 63 23 20 101325 414 404 409 63,9487 63,9808 82 17,738 0,0321 3,62536E-05 0,1459191 0,003316 0,989186 
G23 62 23 20 101325 413 412 412,5 66,0169 66,0504 72 18,648 0,0335 3,78347E-05 0,12800924 0,002909 0,987162 
G24 63 23 20 101325 464 454 459 65,3811 65,4087 80 17,92 0,0276 3,11713E-05 0,14233458 0,003235 0,990456 
G25 63 23 20 101325 458 450 454 65,6488 65,673 36 21,924 0,0242 2,73314E-05 0,06379788 0,00145 0,981499 
 II. CO2 – triolein mixture. Lower phase at 60ºC. 
 
Sample 
T 
(°C) 
Troom 
(°C) 
Twater 
(°C) 
P 
room  
(bar) 
P1 
(bar) 
P2 
(bar) 
Dp 
(bar) 
m 
empty 
(g) 
m full 
(g) 
V 
(mL) 
Height 
(cm) 
m2-
m1 
(g) nMX mCO2 nCO2 yCO2 
L1 62 23 20 101325 19 18 18,5 63,9311 65,6685 30 22,47 1,7374 0,00196221 0,05313619 0,001208 0,380977 
L2 61 23 20 101325 18 17 17,5 63,7391 64,7302 20 23,38 0,9911 0,001119343 0,03539222 0,000804 0,418134 
L3 61 23 20 101325 44 42 43 65,0917 66,4111 66 19,194 1,3194 0,001490123 0,11727863 0,002665 0,641413 
L4 63 23 20 101325 41 40 40,5 64,1918 64,7357 28 22,652 0,5439 0,000614278 0,04958484 0,001127 0,647211 
L5 60 23 20 101325 94 91 92,5 64,1927 65,5586 142 12,278 1,3659 0,00154264 0,25404829 0,005774 0,789155 
L6 61 23 20 101325 77 76 76,5 64,3198 64,9294 82 17,738 0,6096 0,000688479 0,1459191 0,003316 0,828087 
L7 61 23 20 101325 59 58 58,5 64,9111 65,5207 38 21,742 0,6096 0,000688479 0,06735433 0,001531 0,689771 
L8 61 23 20 101325 132 129 130,5 63,6767 64,3146 70 18,83 0,6379 0,000720441 0,12443109 0,002828 0,796969 
L9 61 23 20 101325 131 127 129 64,3152 64,5399 124 13,916 0,2247 0,000253775 0,22148894 0,005034 0,952006 
L10 62 23 20 101325 157 156 156,5 64,4415 64,54 44 21,196 0,0985 0,000111245 0,07803134 0,001773 0,940974 
L11 59 23 20 101325 147 142 144,5 64,6362 65,0632 120 14,28 0,427 0,000482252 0,21426756 0,00487 0,909893 
L12 60 23 20 101325 231 205 218 65,4348 66,2452 120 14,28 0,8104 0,000915262 0,21426756 0,00487 0,841787 
L13 60 23 20 101325 232 230 231 65,2007 66,6695 108 15,372 1,4688 0,001658855 0,19263407 0,004378 0,725214 
L14 62 23 20 101325 200 195 197,5 64,1922 64,4767 58 19,922 0,2845 0,000321313 0,10298902 0,002341 0,879295 
L15 63 23 20 101325 196 188 192 63,7972 64,1672 70 18,83 0,37 0,000417876 0,12443109 0,002828 0,871259 
L16 64 23 20 101325 270 264 267 65,2366 65,7465 114 14,826 0,5099 0,000575878 0,20344507 0,004624 0,889246 
L17 64 23 20 101325 271 267 269 64,5814 64,9246 78 18,102 0,3432 0,000387608 0,13875133 0,003153 0,890539 
L18 64 23 20 101325 280 274 277 65,5811 65,9114 85 17,465 0,3303 0,000373039 0,15129829 0,003439 0,902132 
L19 63 23 20 101325 323 322 322,5 65,3251 65,8671 128 13,552 0,542 0,000612132 0,22871542 0,005198 0,894645 
L20 63 23 20 101325 338 318 328 64,7856 65,0267 54 20,286 0,2411 0,000272297 0,09585187 0,002178 0,888892 
L21 63 23 20 101325 368 365 366,5 64,5141 64,7398 54 20,286 0,2257 0,000254904 0,09585187 0,002178 0,895246 
L22 63 23 20 101325 412 406 409 64,9785 65,1738 44 21,196 0,1953 0,000220571 0,07803134 0,001773 0,889383 
L23 62 23 20 101325 412 410 411 64,6567 64,8277 58 19,922 0,171 0,000193127 0,10298902 0,002341 0,923779 
L24 63 23 20 101325 460 456 458 65,1521 65,3428 66 19,194 0,1907 0,000215376 0,11727863 0,002665 0,925238 
L25 63 23 20 101325 455 440 447,5 64,3142 64,5533 54 20,286 0,2391 0,000270038 0,09585187 0,002178 0,889712 
 
 
 
 III. CO2 – triolein mixture. Upper phase at 70ºC. 
 
 
Sample 
T 
(°C) 
Troom 
(°C) 
Twater 
(°C) 
Proom 
(bar) 
P1 
(bar) 
P2 
(bar) 
P 
(bar) 
m 
empty 
(g) 
m 
polne 
(g) 
V 
(mL) 
Height 
(cm) 
m2-
m1(g) nMX m CO2 n CO2 y CO2 
G1 73 23 20 101325 24 23 23,5 65,3841 65,4092 40 21,56 0,0251 2,83478E-05 0,07091206 0,001612 0,982715 
G2 72 23 20 101325 22 19 20,5 65,9659 65,9919 116 14,644 0,026 2,93643E-05 0,20705129 0,004706 0,993799 
G3 71 23 20 101325 52 51 51,5 64,6565 64,6777 58 19,922 0,0212 2,39432E-05 0,10298902 0,002341 0,989874 
G4 73 23 20 101325 61 59 60 65,4346 65,46 60 19,74 0,0254 2,86866E-05 0,10655951 0,002422 0,988294 
G5 72 23 20 101325 126 125 125,5 65,4345 65,458 54 20,286 0,0235 2,65408E-05 0,09585187 0,002178 0,987963 
G6 72 23 20 101325 124 123 123,5 64,7919 64,8145 42 21,378 0,0226 2,55243E-05 0,07447106 0,001693 0,985143 
G7 73 23 20 101325 166 164 165 65,6495 65,6712 48 20,832 0,0217 2,45079E-05 0,08515572 0,001935 0,987495 
G8 72 23 20 101325 167 163 165 64,1459 64,1602 100 16,1 0,0143 1,61503E-05 0,17823726 0,004051 0,996029 
G9 73 23 20 101325 199 196 197,5 65,2189 65,2347 50 20,65 0,0158 1,78444E-05 0,08871983 0,002016 0,991228 
G10 71 23 20 101325 258 255 256,5 65,4642 65,4713 34 22,106 0,0071 8,0187E-06 0,06024271 0,001369 0,994177 
G11 72 23 20 101325 185 182 183,5 63,95 63,9728 54 20,286 0,0228 2,57502E-05 0,09585187 0,002178 0,988318 
G12 72 23 20 101325 264 255 259,5 65,2727 65,2975 110 15,19 0,0248 2,8009E-05 0,19623646 0,00446 0,993759 
G13 71 23 20 101325 323 313 318 65,407 65,4436 142 12,278 0,0366 4,13358E-05 0,25404829 0,005774 0,992892 
G14 71 23 20 101325 320 313 316,5 64,8396 64,8646 78 18,102 0,025 2,82349E-05 0,13875133 0,003153 0,991126 
G15 71 23 20 101325 365 358 361,5 64,5742 64,5983 64 19,376 0,0241 2,72184E-05 0,11370431 0,002584 0,989577 
G16 71 23 20 101325 359 347 353 64,8607 64,8819 108 15,372 0,0212 2,39432E-05 0,19263407 0,004378 0,994561 
G17 72 23 20 101325 406 352 379 64,6253 64,6541 114 14,826 0,0288 3,25266E-05 0,20344507 0,004624 0,993014 
G18 72 23 20 101325 422 407 414,5 66,2161 66,2472 164 10,276 0,0311 3,51242E-05 0,29398343 0,006681 0,994771 
G19 72 23 20 101325 464 445 454,5 65,2396 65,3342 122 14,098 0,0946 0,000106841 0,21787761 0,004952 0,978879 
G20 72 23 20 101325 462 452 457 65,4495 65,4863 82 17,738 0,0368 4,15617E-05 0,1459191 0,003316 0,987623 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 IV. CO2 – triolein mixture. Lower phase at 70ºC. 
 
 
Sample 
T 
(°C) 
Troom 
(°C) 
Twater 
(°C) 
P 
room 
(bar) 
P1 
(bar) 
P2 
(bar) 
Dp 
(bar) 
m 
empty 
(g) 
m full 
(g) 
V 
(mL) 
Height 
(cm) 
m2-m1 
(g) nMX mCO2 nCO2 yCO2 
L1 73 23 20 101325 23 22 22,5 65,2184 67,4207 42 21,378 2,2023 0,002487266 0,07447106 0,001693 0,40493 
L2 72 23 20 101325 20 18 19 64,1923 67,2549 66 19,194 3,0626 0,003458884 0,11727863 0,002665 0,43522 
L3 71 23 20 101325 51 40 45,5 64,7458 72,1921 70 18,83 7,4463 0,008409812 0,12443109 0,002828 0,251649 
L4 73 23 20 101325 59 57 58 64,8788 65,8969 72 18,648 1,0181 0,001149837 0,12800924 0,002909 0,716729 
L5 72 23 20 101325 126 122 124 64,3397 65,0206 120 14,28 0,6809 0,000769005 0,21426756 0,00487 0,863621 
L6 72 23 20 101325 124 123 123,5 65,2679 65,6554 84 17,556 0,3875 0,00043764 0,14950491 0,003398 0,885897 
L7 73 23 20 101325 165 160 162,5 64,6528 65,1709 70 18,83 0,5181 0,000585139 0,12443109 0,002828 0,828562 
L8 72 23 20 101325 165 158 161,5 64,6165 65,277 100 16,1 0,6605 0,000745965 0,17823726 0,004051 0,844487 
L9 73 23 20 101325 197 189 193 65,0242 65,2453 80 17,92 0,2211 0,000249709 0,14233458 0,003235 0,928339 
L10 71 23 20 101325 256 255 255,5 64,3116 64,9229 72 18,648 0,6113 0,000690399 0,12800924 0,002909 0,808207 
L11 72 23 20 101325 183 178 180,5 64,6081 64,8197 34 22,106 0,2116 0,00023898 0,06024271 0,001369 0,851393 
L12 72 23 20 101325 260 253 256,5 65,2885 65,5714 42 21,378 0,2829 0,000319506 0,07447106 0,001693 0,841202 
L13 71 23 20 101325 320 313 316,5 64,6467 64,9096 58 19,922 0,2629 0,000296918 0,10298902 0,002341 0,887428 
L14 71 23 20 101325 317 311 314 64,6348 64,9795 60 19,74 0,3447 0,000389302 0,10655951 0,002422 0,861513 
L15 71 23 20 101325 363 360 361,5 65,2112 65,5259 84 17,556 0,3147 0,000355421 0,14950491 0,003398 0,905303 
L16 71 23 20 101325 355 350 352,5 66,0378 66,1675 58 19,922 0,1297 0,000146483 0,10298902 0,002341 0,941104 
L17 72 23 20 101325 404 394 399 65,4913 65,7335 52 20,468 0,2422 0,000273539 0,09228521 0,002097 0,884628 
L18 72 23 20 101325 413 406 409,5 64,5813 64,8713 86 17,374 0,29 0,000327524 0,15309198 0,003479 0,913965 
L19 72 23 20 101325 458 450 454 65,4495 65,995 104 15,736 0,5455 0,000616085 0,18543311 0,004214 0,872459 
L20 72 23 20 101325 459 455 457 64,839 65,3157 110 15,19 0,4767 0,000538382 0,19623646 0,00446 0,892287 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 V. CO2 – triolein mixture. Upper phase at 90ºC 
 
 
 
Sample 
T 
(°C) 
Troom 
(°C) 
Twater 
(°C) 
Proom 
(bar) 
P1 
(bar) 
P2 
(bar) 
P 
(bar) 
m 
empty 
(g) 
m 
polne 
(g) 
V 
(mL) 
Height 
(cm) 
m2-
m1(g) nMX m CO2 n CO2 y CO2 
G1 91 23 20 101325 223 220 221,5 64,6258 64,6537 82 17,738 0,0279 3,15101E-05 0,1459191 0,003316 0,990588 
G2 91 23 20 101325 213 211 212 65,2211 65,2525 70 18,83 0,0314 3,5463E-05 0,12443109 0,002828 0,987615 
G3 91 23 20 101325 321 317 319 64,577 64,6013 46 21,014 0,0243 2,74443E-05 0,08159289 0,001854 0,985416 
G4 91 23 20 101325 162 161 161,5 64,6659 64,8677 56 20,104 0,2018 0,000227912 0,09941981 0,00226 0,908375 
G5 91 23 20 101325 159 158 158,5 64,4108 64,4346 52 20,468 0,0238 2,68796E-05 0,09228521 0,002097 0,987346 
G6 92 23 20 101325 261 256 258,5 64,1738 64,2467 72 18,648 0,0729 8,23329E-05 0,12800924 0,002909 0,972479 
G7 92 23 20 101325 256 250 253 63,8919 64,2852 64 19,376 0,3933 0,000444191 0,11370431 0,002584 0,853324 
G8 92 23 20 101325 291 250 270,5 65,436 65,4685 98 16,282 0,0325 3,67053E-05 0,17464125 0,003969 0,990837 
G9 92 23 20 101325 106 105 105,5 65,1335 65,1571 72 18,648 0,0236 2,66537E-05 0,12800924 0,002909 0,990922 
G10 92 23 20 101325 104 102 103 64,8514 65,1622 60 19,74 0,3108 0,000351016 0,10655951 0,002422 0,873408 
G11 92 23 20 101325 365 355 360 65,4443 65,4829 50 20,65 0,0386 4,35946E-05 0,08871983 0,002016 0,978837 
G12 92 23 20 101325 318 285 301,5 66,0736 66,1084 78 18,102 0,0348 3,93029E-05 0,13875133 0,003153 0,98769 
G13 92 23 20 101325 424 419 421,5 64,6465 64,6715 52 20,468 0,025 2,82349E-05 0,09228521 0,002097 0,986717 
G14 92 23 20 101325 423 413 418 64,8622 64,8889 102 15,918 0,0267 3,01548E-05 0,18183455 0,004133 0,992756 
G15 93 23 20 101325 63 61 62 65,7013 65,7269 64 19,376 0,0256 2,89125E-05 0,11370431 0,002584 0,988936 
G16 93 23 20 101325 60 58 59 65,4939 65,5202 82 17,738 0,0263 2,97031E-05 0,1459191 0,003316 0,991123 
G17 94 23 20 101325 473 453 463 63,9116 63,9393 52 20,468 0,0277 3,12842E-05 0,09228521 0,002097 0,985303 
G18 94 23 20 101325 462 450 456 63,8974 64,0674 48 20,832 0,17 0,000191997 0,08515572 0,001935 0,909748 
G19 91 23 20 101325 517 503 510 64,7268 64,8677 90 17,01 0,1409 0,000159132 0,16026997 0,003642 0,958141 
G20 92 23 20 101325 510 498 504 64,4042 64,4363 94 16,646 0,0321 3,62536E-05 0,16745306 0,003806 0,990564 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 VI. CO2 – triolein mixture. Lower phase at 90ºC. 
 
 
 
Sample 
T 
(°C) 
Troom 
(°C) 
Twater 
(°C) 
P 
room 
(bar) 
P1 
(bar) 
P2 
(bar) 
Dp 
(bar) 
m 
empty 
(g) 
m full 
(g) 
V 
(mL) 
Height 
(cm) 
m2-
m1 
(g) nMX mCO2 nCO2 yCO2 
L1 91 23 20 101325 221 217 219 66,2183 66,4461 72 18,648 0,2278 0,000257276 0,12800924 0,002909 0,918753 
L2 91 23 20 101325 211 208 209,5 63,9351 64,141 34 22,106 0,2059 0,000232542 0,06024271 0,001369 0,854815 
L3 91 23 20 101325 315 310 312,5 65,233 65,7669 100 16,1 0,5339 0,000602984 0,17823726 0,004051 0,870433 
L4 91 23 20 101325 162 159 160,5 64,7111 64,9521 68 19,012 0,241 0,000272184 0,12085422 0,002747 0,909839 
L5 91 23 20 101325 159 156 157,5 64,8683 65,3032 60 19,74 0,4349 0,000491174 0,10655951 0,002422 0,831384 
L6 92 23 20 101325 259 253 256 64,2096 64,4483 44 21,196 0,2387 0,000269587 0,07803134 0,001773 0,868045 
L7 92 23 20 101325 258 253 255,5 66,1103 66,335 90 17,01 0,2247 0,000253775 0,16026997 0,003642 0,934867 
L8 92 23 20 101325 260 246 253 64,4636 64,774 64 19,376 0,3104 0,000350564 0,11370431 0,002584 0,880547 
L9 92 23 20 101325 105 104 104,5 64,1862 64,486 50 20,65 0,2998 0,000338593 0,08871983 0,002016 0,856221 
L10 92 23 20 101325 105 103 104 65,1899 65,686 84 17,556 0,4961 0,000560293 0,14950491 0,003398 0,858445 
L11 92 23 20 101325 364 362 363 65,2776 66,006 120 14,28 0,7284 0,000822651 0,21426756 0,00487 0,855482 
L12 92 23 20 101325 286 274 280 64,1941 64,2992 38 21,742 0,1051 0,000118699 0,06735433 0,001531 0,928038 
L13 92 23 20 101325 421 412 416,5 64,1086 64,3609 46 21,014 0,2523 0,000284946 0,08159289 0,001854 0,866806 
L14 92 23 20 101325 419 407 413 65,1826 65,4607 48 20,832 0,2781 0,000314085 0,08515572 0,001935 0,860372 
L15 93 23 20 101325 61 58 59,5 64,3827 65,902 64 19,376 1,5193 0,001715889 0,11370431 0,002584 0,600963 
L16 93 23 20 101325 58 56 57 63,9009 65,15 60 19,74 1,2491 0,001410727 0,10655951 0,002422 0,631908 
L17 94 23 20 101325 458 456 457 64,3461 64,8816 80 17,92 0,5355 0,000604791 0,14233458 0,003235 0,842489 
L18 94 23 20 101325 457 454 455,5 65,4434 65,7818 86 17,374 0,3384 0,000382187 0,15309198 0,003479 0,901028 
L19 91 23 20 101325 515 509 512 64,3929 64,5991 90 17,01 0,2062 0,000232881 0,16026997 0,003642 0,939908 
L20 92 23 20 101325 506 492 499 64,8007 65,0456 78 18,102 0,2449 0,000276589 0,13875133 0,003153 0,919363 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 VII. SF6 – triolein mixture. Upper phase at 60ºC. 
 
 
 
Sample 
T 
(°C) 
Troom 
(°C) 
Twater 
(°C) 
Proom 
(bar) 
P1 
(bar) 
P2 
(bar) 
P 
(bar) 
m 
empty 
(g) 
m 
polne 
(g) 
V 
(mL) 
Height 
(cm) 
m2-
m1(g) nMX m SF6 n SF6 y SF6 
G1 64 23 20 101325 98 96 97 64,5217 64,5999 30 22,47 0,0782 8,83187E-05 0,17643629 0,001208 0,931851 
G2 64 23 20 101325 115 112 113,5 64,1632 65,1037 54 20,286 0,9405 0,001062196 0,31827179 0,002178 0,672227 
G3 64 23 20 101325 171 168 169,5 65,0913 66,0782 52 20,468 0,9869 0,0011146 0,30642886 0,002097 0,652988 
G4 61 23 20 101325 54 51 52,5 66,0329 66,3735 130 13,37 0,3406 0,000384672 0,7714431 0,00528 0,932096 
G5 62 23 20 101325 53 52 52,5 64,2064 64,372 48 20,832 0,1656 0,000187028 0,28275571 0,001935 0,911878 
G6 64 23 20 101325 170 161 165,5 63,9908 64,1367 52 20,468 0,1459 0,000164779 0,30642886 0,002097 0,927159 
G7 62 23 20 101325 215 211 213 65,2254 66,1203 58 19,922 0,8949 0,001010695 0,34197037 0,002341 0,698422 
G8 62 23 20 101325 215 211 213 65,7496 66,6408 54 20,286 0,8912 0,001006517 0,31827179 0,002178 0,683979 
G9 64 23 20 101325 275 262 268,5 64,9653 65,7491 46 21,014 0,7838 0,00088522 0,27092549 0,001854 0,67688 
G10 62 23 20 101325 272 265 268,5 64,6356 65,5031 48 20,832 0,8675 0,00097975 0,28275571 0,001935 0,663906 
G11 62 23 20 101325 298 270 284 82,7303 83,567 46 21,014 0,8367 0,000944965 0,27092549 0,001854 0,662434 
G12 62 23 20 101325 322 310 316 64,4013 65,3486 50 20,65 0,9473 0,001069876 0,29459017 0,002016 0,65334 
G13 62 23 20 101325 357 355 356 64,8492 66,075 64 19,376 1,2258 0,001384412 0,37755001 0,002584 0,651159 
G14 62 23 20 101325 357 350 353,5 63,8379 65,119 66 19,194 1,2811 0,001446868 0,38941836 0,002665 0,64816 
G15 63 23 20 101325 418 408 413 65,238 65,9921 48 20,832 0,7541 0,000851677 0,28275571 0,001935 0,694415 
G16 63 23 20 101325 415 412 413,5 64,7314 65,7305 48 20,832 0,9991 0,001128378 0,28275571 0,001935 0,631699 
G17 63 23 20 101325 513 500 506,5 63,8921 64,677 62 19,558 0,7849 0,000886462 0,36568589 0,002503 0,738464 
G18 63 23 20 101325 500 440 470 65,2411 66,1044 50 20,65 0,8633 0,000975006 0,29459017 0,002016 0,67406 
G19 65 23 20 101325 474 462 468 65,0343 66,8076 68 19,012 1,7733 0,002002756 0,40129096 0,002747 0,578318 
G20 65 23 20 101325 469 462 465,5 64,3836 65,4597 38 21,742 1,0761 0,001215342 0,22364699 0,001531 0,557433 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 VIII. SF6 – triolein mixture. Lower phase at 60ºC. 
 
 
 
Sample 
T 
(°C) 
Troom 
(°C) 
Twater 
(°C) 
P 
room 
(bar) 
P1 
(bar) 
P2 
(bar) 
Dp 
(bar) 
m 
empty 
(g) 
m full 
(g) 
V 
(mL) 
Height 
(cm) 
m2-m1 
(g) nMX mSF6 nSF6 ySF6 
L1 64 23 20 101325 96 80 88 64,7546 65,0687 90 17,01 0,3141 0,000354743 0,53216915 0,003642 0,911253 
L2 64 23 20 101325 113 111 112 64,1467 64,3439 116 14,644 0,1972 0,000222717 0,68750441 0,004706 0,95481 
L3 64 23 20 101325 171 169 170 66,0838 66,2933 150 11,55 0,2095 0,000236608 0,89171569 0,006103 0,962681 
L4 61 23 20 101325 53 52 52,5 65,0117 65,1724 42 21,378 0,1607 0,000181494 0,24727777 0,001693 0,903153 
L5 62 23 20 101325 53 52 52,5 65,2793 65,4292 46 21,014 0,1499 0,000169296 0,27092549 0,001854 0,916342 
L6 64 23 20 101325 166 165   64,658 65,1712 70 18,83 0,5132 0,000579605 0,41316779 0,002828   
L7 62 23 20 101325 214 209 211,5 64,6254 64,8139 60 19,74 0,1885 0,000212891 0,35382601 0,002422 0,919197 
L8 62 23 20 101325 214 205 209,5 82,6106 82,7705 130 13,37 0,1599 0,00018059 0,7714431 0,00528 0,96693 
L9 64 23 20 101325 265 260 262,5 65,6282 65,8139 78 18,102 0,1857 0,000209729 0,46071748 0,003153 0,93764 
L10 62 23 20 101325 268 262 265 65,1261 65,3257 110 15,19 0,1996 0,000225427 0,65159425 0,00446 0,951887 
L11 62 23 20 101325 274 269 271,5 66,0698 66,2623 72 18,648 0,1925 0,000217408 0,42504885 0,002909 0,930467 
L12 62 23 20 101325 314 313 313,5 63,7868 63,9648 86 17,374 0,178 0,000201032 0,50833498 0,003479 0,945378 
L13 62 23 20 101325 357 355 356 65,1609 65,3449 90 17,01 0,184 0,000207809 0,53216915 0,003642 0,946028 
L14 62 23 20 101325 355 352 353,5 65,1886 65,3682 130 13,37 0,1796 0,000202839 0,7714431 0,00528 0,963006 
L15 63 23 20 101325 412 409 410,5 63,7964 63,9754 92 16,828 0,179 0,000202162 0,54409259 0,003724 0,948511 
L16 63 23 20 101325 414 410 412 65,1458 65,3296 90 17,01 0,1838 0,000207583 0,53216915 0,003642 0,946084 
L17 63 23 20 101325 506 499 502,5 64,7087 64,9506 110 15,19 0,2419 0,000273201 0,65159425 0,00446 0,942279 
L18 63 23 20 101325 439 406 422,5 65,1129 65,4012 66 19,194 0,2883 0,000325605 0,38941836 0,002665 0,89114 
L19 65 23 20 101325 465 462 463,5 65,6966 65,8875 92 16,828 0,1909 0,000215601 0,54409259 0,003724 0,945275 
L20 65 23 20 101325 464 460 462 63,8608 64,0775 122 14,098 0,2167 0,00024474 0,72345271 0,004952 0,952903 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
IX. SF6 – triolein mixture. Upper phase at 70ºC. 
 
 
 
Sample 
T 
(°C) 
Troom 
(°C) 
Twater 
(°C) 
Proom 
(bar) 
P1 
(bar) 
P2 
(bar) 
P 
(bar) 
m 
empty 
(g) 
m 
polne 
(g) 
V 
(mL) 
Height 
(cm) 
m2-
m1(g) nMX m SF6 n SF6 y SF6 
G1 76 23 20 101325 64 63 63,5 64,167 64,3863 70 18,83 0,2193 0,000247676 0,41316779 0,002828 0,919472 
G2 70 23 20 101325 59 56 57,5 64,2719 64,7795 110 15,19 0,5076 0,000573281 0,65159425 0,00446 0,8861 
G3 73 23 20 101325 105 103 104 63,5699 63,7593 46 21,014 0,1894 0,000213907 0,27092549 0,001854 0,896578 
G4 73 23 20 101325 101 95 98 64,1894 64,8632 90 17,01 0,6738 0,000760986 0,53216915 0,003642 0,827185 
G5 73 23 20 101325 166 164 165 65,1468 66,0585 105 15,645 0,9117 0,001029669 0,62169825 0,004255 0,80517 
G6 74 23 20 101325 173 168 170,5 64,6869 65,5401 95 16,555 0,8532 0,0009636 0,5619857 0,003847 0,799675 
G7 74 23 20 101325 211 208 209,5 64,1056 64,585 50 20,65 0,4794 0,000541432 0,29459017 0,002016 0,788321 
G8 73 23 20 101325 211 209 210 63,7402 64,5758 100 16,1 0,8356 0,000943722 0,59182873 0,004051 0,81105 
G9 73 23 20 101325 269 258 263,5 65,1152 65,7288 68 19,012 0,6136 0,000692997 0,40129096 0,002747 0,798529 
G10 73 23 20 101325 267 260 263,5 64,7234 65,3342 72 18,648 0,6108 0,000689834 0,42504885 0,002909 0,808333 
G11 72 23 20 101325 307 305 306 64,6911 65,4162 70 18,83 0,7251 0,000818924 0,41316779 0,002828 0,775447 
G12 72 23 20 101325 318 306 312 64,1694 64,5347 34 22,106 0,3653 0,000412568 0,20003317 0,001369 0,768444 
G13 72 23 20 101325 356 354 355 64,8569 65,7653 48 20,832 0,9084 0,001025942 0,28275571 0,001935 0,65355 
G14 72 23 20 101325 379 370 374,5 64,7148 65,8597 58 19,922 1,1449 0,001293044 0,34197037 0,002341 0,644153 
G15 72 23 20 101325 405 404 404,5 64,901 65,8058 46 21,014 0,9048 0,001021876 0,27092549 0,001854 0,64472 
G16 72 23 20 101325 405 404 404,5 64,3458 65,1426 40 21,56 0,7968 0,000899902 0,23546026 0,001612 0,641693 
G17 72 23 20 101325 462 458 460 63,9013 64,5924 40 21,56 0,6911 0,000780525 0,23546026 0,001612 0,673716 
G18 72 23 20 101325 463 455 459 65,8063 66,7777 52 20,468 0,9714 0,001097094 0,30642886 0,002097 0,656566 
G19 72 23 20 101325 505 504 504,5 64,5672 65,6654 58 19,922 1,0982 0,001240301 0,34197037 0,002341 0,65364 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
X. SF6 – triolein mixture. Lower phase at 70ºC. 
 
 
 
Sample 
T 
(°C) 
Troom 
(°C) 
Twater 
(°C) 
P 
room 
(bar) 
P1 
(bar) 
P2 
(bar) 
Dp 
(bar) 
m 
empty 
(g) 
m full 
(g) 
V 
(mL) 
Height 
(cm) 
m2-
m1 
(g) nMX mSF6 nSF6 ySF6 
L1 76 23 20 101325 62 57 59,5 65,1102 65,289 92 16,828 0,1788 0,000201936 0,54409259 0,003724 0,948565 
L2 70 23 20 101325 57 52 54,5 65,1464 65,3879 70 18,83 0,2415 0,000272749 0,41316779 0,002828 0,912037 
L3 73 23 20 101325 104 95 99,5 65,6451 66,0971 106 15,554 0,452 0,000510486 0,62767533 0,004296 0,893797 
L4 73 23 20 101325 98 95 96,5 63,8379 64,1239 64 19,376 0,286 0,000323007 0,37755001 0,002584 0,888894 
L5 73 23 20 101325 165 162 163,5 63,7367 63,9739 78 18,102 0,2372 0,000267892 0,46071748 0,003153 0,921699 
L6 74 23 20 101325 169 163 166 64,0567 64,2775 58 19,922 0,2208 0,00024937 0,34197037 0,002341 0,903719 
L7 74 23 20 101325 210 207 208,5 63,7496 63,9481 86 17,374 0,1985 0,000224185 0,50833498 0,003479 0,939468 
L8 73 23 20 101325 210 204 207 65,1965 65,3887 54 20,286 0,1922 0,00021707 0,31827179 0,002178 0,909385 
L9 73 23 20 101325 260 252 256 64,0059 64,1952 50 20,65 0,1893 0,000213794 0,29459017 0,002016 0,904135 
L10 73 23 20 101325 266 260 263 65,6345 65,8976 52 20,468 0,2631 0,000297144 0,30642886 0,002097 0,875908 
L11 72 23 20 101325 306 300 303 64,1895 64,2712 30 22,47 0,0817 9,22716E-05 0,17643629 0,001208 0,929017 
L12 72 23 20 101325 318 315 316,5 64,1061 64,5893 80 17,92 0,4832 0,000545724 0,4726155 0,003235 0,855652 
L13 72 23 20 101325 356 355 355,5 63,5843 63,7756 76 18,284 0,1913 0,000216053 0,4488237 0,003072 0,934292 
L14 72 23 20 101325 370 366 368 64,1942 64,3808 74 18,466 0,1866 0,000210745 0,43693416 0,002991 0,934171 
L15 72 23 20 101325 407 403 405 64,0484 64,2284 52 20,468 0,18 0,000203291 0,30642886 0,002097 0,911639 
L16 72 23 20 101325 407 403 405 65,3834 65,4861 78 18,102 0,1027 0,000115989 0,46071748 0,003153 0,964523 
L17 72 23 20 101325 461 456 458,5 65,3209 65,5048 66 19,194 0,1839 0,000207696 0,38941836 0,002665 0,927711 
L18 72 23 20 101325 460 456 458 63,5818 63,7688 92 16,828 0,187 0,000211197 0,54409259 0,003724 0,946333 
L19 72 23 20 101325 507 506 506,5 64,3858 64,5756 102 15,918 0,1898 0,000214359 0,60377336 0,004133 0,950688 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
XI. SF6 – triolein mixture. Upper phase at 90ºC. 
 
 
 
Sample 
T 
(°C) 
Troom 
(°C) 
Twater 
(°C) 
Proom 
(bar) 
P1 
(bar) 
P2 
(bar) 
P 
(bar) 
m 
empty 
(g) 
m 
polne 
(g) 
V 
(mL) 
Height 
(cm) 
m2-
m1(g) nMX m SF6 n SF6 y SF6 
G1 92 23 20 101325 107 98 102,5 63,7486 65,1079 58 19,922 1,3593 0,001535186 0,34197037 0,002341 0,603909 
G2 92 23 20 101325 101 94 97,5 64,8828 66,0925 44 21,196 1,2097 0,001366229 0,25909951 0,001773 0,564849 
G3 92 23 20 101325 168 164 166 66,7144 67,8162 42 21,378 1,1018 0,001244367 0,24727777 0,001693 0,576298 
G4 92 23 20 101325 164 161 162,5 64,7305 65,829 50 20,65 1,0985 0,00124064 0,29459017 0,002016 0,619085 
G5 92 23 20 101325 197 175 186 65,0307 65,8394 38 21,742 0,8087 0,000913342 0,22364699 0,001531 0,626311 
G6 92 23 20 101325 214 211 212,5 64,7735 66,2756 72 18,648 1,5021 0,001696464 0,42504885 0,002909 0,631665 
G7 92 23 20 101325 267 259 263 66,177 67,0781 42 21,378 0,9011 0,001017698 0,24727777 0,001693 0,624497 
G8 92 23 20 101325 263 255 259 65,3286 66,2103 40 21,56 0,8817 0,000995787 0,23546026 0,001612 0,618095 
G9 93 23 20 101325 313 308 310,5 64,9195 65,6655 38 21,742 0,746 0,000842528 0,22364699 0,001531 0,644998 
G10 93 23 20 101325 297 270 283,5 64,3734 65,2479 55 20,195 0,8745 0,000987656 0,32419485 0,002219 0,691998 
G11 93 23 20 101325 367 356 361,5 64,3871 64,8498 30 22,47 0,4627 0,000522571 0,17643629 0,001208 0,697973 
G12 94 23 20 101325 442 398 420 64,0826 64,6543 30 22,47 0,5717 0,000645675 0,17643629 0,001208 0,651611 
G13 92 23 20 101325 457 426 441,5 65,8611 66,5713 50 20,65 0,7102 0,000802096 0,29459017 0,002016 0,715413 
G14 92 23 20 101325 344 306 325 64,5009 65,0325 35 22,015 0,5316 0,000600386 0,20593504 0,00141 0,701291 
G15 86 23 20 101325 64 63 63,5 64,0989 64,302 76 18,284 0,2031 0,00022938 0,4488237 0,003072 0,930521 
G16 89 23 20 101325 65 65 65 65,227 65,416 54 20,286 0,189 0,000213456 0,31827179 0,002178 0,910759 
G17 93 23 20 101325 435 423 429 65,2493 67,1224 94 16,646 1,8731 0,002115469 0,55602027 0,003806 0,642731 
G18 93 23 20 101325 429 421 425 67,1007 69,5067 114 14,826 2,406 0,002717324 0,67553012 0,004624 0,629847 
G19 95 23 20 101325 542 511 526,5 65,2617 66,6789 100 16,1 1,4172 0,001600578 0,59182873 0,004051 0,716783 
G20 92 23 20 101325 516 509 512,5 68,1166 69,1567 112 15,008 1,0401 0,001174683 0,66356007 0,004542 0,79451 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
XII. SF6 – triolein mixture. Lower phase at 90ºC. 
 
 
 
 
Sample 
T 
(°C) 
Troom 
(°C) 
Twater 
(°C) 
P 
room 
(bar) 
P1 
(bar) 
P2 
(bar) 
Dp 
(bar) 
m 
empty 
(g) 
m full 
(g) 
V 
(mL) 
Height 
(cm) 
m2-
m1 
(g) nMX mSF6 nSF6 ySF6 
L1 92 23 20 101325 100 99 99,5 65,8086 65,9673 38 21,742 0,1587 0,000179235 0,22364699 0,001531 0,895185 
L2 92 23 20 101325 95 94 94,5 66,0271 66,1192 32 22,288 0,0921 0,000104017 0,18823261 0,001288 0,925296 
L3 92 23 20 101325 165 162 163,5 64,8372 64,9648 40 21,56 0,1276 0,000144111 0,23546026 0,001612 0,917921 
L4 92 23 20 101325 163 161 162 64,7059 64,8814 74 18,466 0,1755 0,000198209 0,43693416 0,002991 0,937843 
L5 92 23 20 101325 178 174 176 64,1913 64,3513 46 21,014 0,16 0,000180703 0,27092549 0,001854 0,911206 
L6 92 23 20 101325 213 207 210 65,1029 65,272 58 19,922 0,1691 0,000190981 0,34197037 0,002341 0,924562 
L7 92 23 20 101325 261 256 258,5 65,1197 65,2798 52 20,468 0,1601 0,000180816 0,30642886 0,002097 0,920632 
L8 92 23 20 101325 262 257 259,5 64,4516 64,5741 48 20,832 0,1225 0,000138351 0,28275571 0,001935 0,933283 
L9 93 23 20 101325 310 307 308,5 65,2124 65,3731 62 19,558 0,1607 0,000181494 0,36568589 0,002503 0,932391 
L10 93 23 20 101325 270 260 265 65,1753 65,3467 100 16,1 0,1714 0,000193578 0,59182873 0,004051 0,954392 
L11 93 23 20 101325 360 350 355 65,8588 66,0201 58 19,922 0,1613 0,000182171 0,34197037 0,002341 0,927791 
L12 94 23 20 101325 406 403 404,5 64,1697 64,349 76 18,284 0,1793 0,0002025 0,4488237 0,003072 0,938159 
L13 92 23 20 101325 430 412 421 64,3789 64,5126 36 21,924 0,1337 0,000151 0,21183796 0,00145 0,905681 
L14 92 23 20 101325 310 297 303,5 66,5643 66,6521 52 20,468 0,0878 9,91609E-05 0,30642886 0,002097 0,954856 
L15 86 23 20 101325 64 63 63,5 65,0543 65,4514 110 15,19 0,3971 0,000448483 0,65159425 0,00446 0,90863 
L16 89 23 20 101325 65 64 64,5 65,1056 65,2634 42 21,378 0,1578 0,000178218 0,24727777 0,001693 0,904734 
L17 93 23 20 101325 427 424 425,5 64,9735 65,4928 200 7 0,5193 0,000586495 1,19425104 0,008174 0,933054 
L18 93 23 20 101325 428 419 423,5 65,4765 65,5109 192 7,728 0,0344 3,88512E-05 1,14566741 0,007842 0,99507 
L19 95 23 20 101325 517 510 513,5 64,9329 65,1678 240 3,36 0,2349 0,000265295 1,43818617 0,009844 0,973757 
L20 92 23 20 101325 513 507 510 65,1164 65,2254 210 6,09 0,109 0,000123104 1,25507592 0,008591 0,985872 
 
